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Finnish summary
Diss.
Chronic insomnia symptoms are prevalent among adults. Current treatment
strategies for chronic insomnia are restricted by shortcomings such as the side
effects of pharmaceutical treatments, and high economic cost of cognitive
behavioral treatment. Thus alternative methods for mitigating insomnia
symptoms are needed. Accumulating evidence suggests that lifestyle factors,
such as sedentary behavior and unbalanced diet are associated with sleep
and/or insomnia symptoms. However, there is a lack of studies focusing on the
overweight insomniac population, and randomized controlled trials concerning
the effects of exercise and diet on insomnia symptoms are scarce.
In the present study, we aimed to investigate behavioral factors that are
related to chronic insomnia symptoms among overweight and obese men. The
effects of aerobic exercise and diet intervention on sleep among this population
were also studied. The results showed that low level of leisure-time physical
activity and high consumption of saturated fatty acid were independently
associated with chronic insomnia symptoms. Six months of regular aerobic
exercise training tailored by fitness level improved sleep in insomniacs by
curtailing the objectively measured sleep onset latency and reducing the
frequency of difficulty falling asleep. Moreover, a 6-month diet intervention
also shortened the objective sleep onset latency in this population. This work
highlights the associations between obesity-related lifestyle factors and chronic
insomnia symptoms. Furthermore, by showing their effects on improving sleep,
the study suggests a possibility of including exercise and diet intervention in
the treatment strategies of chronic insomnia among overweight and obese men.
Keywords: Chronic insomnia symptoms, obesity, overweight, exercise, diet,
sleep onset, males
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1

INTRODUCTION

Human beings spend approximately one-third of their lifetime in sleep.
Insufficient sleep and impaired sleep quality caused by sleep disorders are risk
factors for several pathologies such as dementia (Benedict et al., 2015),
cardiovascular diseases (Cappuccio et al., 2011; Westerlund et al., 2013), stroke
(Altman et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2014), and type 2 diabetes (Meisinger et al., 2005).
Major disorders that impair sleep and quality of life in humans include chronic
insomnia symptoms, sleep apnea (mainly obstructive sleep apnea, OSA),
restless legs syndrome (RLS), narcolepsy, and rapid eye movement sleep (REM)
behavior disorders (Colten et al., 2006). Among these sleep disorders, chronic
insomnia symptoms have the highest prevalence in the general population
(Ohayon, 2002; Heatley et al., 2013) and have resulted in tremendous economic
costs in western countries (Schenck et al., 2003; Ford et al., 2014). For instance,
the annual total costs related to insomnia in USA were between $92 to $107
billion USD in year 2010 (Rosekind et al., 2010), and the cost per untreated
insomnia case in Canada was estimated at $5,000 CAD in year 2009 (Daley et al.,
2009). In Finland, the estimated costs of insomnia are not known, but up to 28%
of sickness absences are due to sleep disturbances (Lallukka et al., 2014).
Current treatments of chronic insomnia symptoms suffer from several
disadvantages. Pharmacological therapies such as benzodiazepines and
benzodiazepine-receptor agonists may result in a range of adverse reactions,
such as disrupted circadian rhythm, daytime drowsiness, cognitive and
psychomotor impairment, rebound insomnia, or withdrawal symptoms on
discontinuation, and thus cannot be used continuously (Morin et al., 2007;
Greenblatt & Roth, 2012). Behavioral therapy, such as cognitive behavioral
treatment for insomnia (CBT-I), is verified as an effective long-term treatment of
choice for chronic insomnia (Edinger et al., 2001; Morin et al., 2009). However,
in comparison with the very large insomniac population, limited treatment
resources such as the number of therapists significantly restrict CBT-I’s
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availability (Espie et al., 2012). Hence, there is an urgent need for alternative
treatments for insomnia.
The existence of a relationship between obesity and chronic insomnia
symptoms has been recognized and studied during recent years. Insomnia per
se has been found to be associated with overweight among middle-aged to
older men (Janson et al., 2001). Another population-based study revealed an
association between increased body mass index (BMI) and higher risk for
insomnia over a 10- to 13-year follow-up (Palm et al., 2015). Taking into
consideration the prevalence of overweight/obesity in developed and many
developing countries (James, 2004), the number of overweight subjects with
chronic insomnia symptoms is likely to be tremendous. Nevertheless, few
studies have investigated insomnia symptoms solely among overweight or
obese individuals, and hence potential factors associated with insomnia
symptoms in this population remain unclear.
Sedentary behavior such as low level of physical activity is a major risk
factor for obesity (Mozaffarian et al., 2011). In addition, insomnia is
independently associated with lack of physical activity (Janson et al., 2001;
Haario et al., 2013). Another cohort study has shown that women with better
sleep quality engage in a higher amount of habitual exercise compared to their
counterparts with worse sleep quality (Kline et al., 2013). Hence overweight
insomniacs encouraged to undertake a certain amount of regular exercise may
mitigate their symptoms. Previous interventional studies reported that aerobic
exercise training is an effective way to improve sleep quality among patients
with chronic insomnia or chronic sleep complaints (King et al., 2008; Reid et al.,
2010; Passos et al., 2011). However, measurements of obesity/overweight were
not included in these studies, thus the associations between overweight, chronic
insomnia symptoms, and exercise are yet to be studied through interventional
trials.
Diet is another important mediator between sleep and overweight.
Experimental studies found that sleep restriction could result in higher energy
intake (St-Onge et al., 2011), and weight gain (Spaeth et al., 2013) among
healthy adults. On the other hand, growing evidence suggests that diet changes
may directly influence sleep. Short-term diet alterations in normal sleepers
(sleep 7 – 9 h/night) showed that greater fiber intake contributed to better
objective sleep quality, such as longer slow wave sleep, whereas high saturated
fat and sugar intakes led to the contrary result (St Onge et al., 2015). In addition,
although the causal relationships were not established, population-based
studies found that nutrient intakes were associated with insomnia symptoms
(Grander et al., 2014; Kurotani et al., 2015). However, to date, whether a
long-term dietary intervention by optimizing diet composition and reducing
total energy intake could improve sleep among insomniacs has not been
investigated. There is also a lack of information about the effects of
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diet-induced weight control on sleep quality among overweight adults with
insomnia symptoms.
Therefore, the present study aimed to investigate the behavioral factors
related to chronic insomnia symptoms in overweight men. The study also
tested the efficacy of long-term individualized exercise or diet intervention in
improving sleep among overweight men with chronic insomnia symptoms. The
results of this study will not only deepen our understanding about the
associations between overweight, physical activity, diet, and insomnia
symptoms, but also shed light on lifestyle intervention methods for treating
insomnia.

2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

2.1 Classification criteria of chronic insomnia symptoms
Insomnia is a patient-reported sleep disorder in which there is difficulty
initiating and/or maintaining sleep despite adequate sleep opportunity. In
addition, depending on the classification criteria, non-restorative sleep may also
be regarded as a symptom of insomnia. The duration of insomnia symptoms
ranges from days to years, and insomnia is generally considered to be chronic
when the relevant symptoms last for one month or longer (Rajput & Bromley,
1999). However, amongst a considerable proportion of individuals with
insomnia, the symptoms persist for a longer period, and can repeatedly occur
during the lifespan (Buysse, 2008).
Symptoms of chronic insomnia can be either independent or dependent of
a medical, psychiatric, or environmental cause. The criteria for insomnia
diagnosis have, until recently, been based on distinguishing insomnia disorders
according to their presumed pathophysiology, and attributing the insomnia not
caused by other symptoms as primary (American Psychiatric Association, 2000;
American Academy of Sleep Medicine, 2005). However, this has been
challenged in clinical practice in recent years, because the majority of insomnia
conditions share numerous characteristics in primary or secondary insomnia,
and an emphasis on the “secondary” nature of many insomnia disorders could
result in inadequate treatment (Sateia, 2014). Hence, in the recent update of the
two commonly used criteria: the International Classification of Sleep Disorders
– Third Edition (ICSD-3), and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders – Fifth Edition (DSM-5), classification of (chronic) insomnia disorder
no longer emphasizes its primary or secondary status (American Academy of
Sleep Medicine, 2014; American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
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The full diagnostic criteria for chronic insomnia disorder according to
ICSD-3 includes: 1) A report of difficulty initiating sleep (DIS), difficulty
maintaining sleep (DMS), early morning awakenings (EMA), or sleep that is
chronically non-restorative or poor in quality (NRS). The difficulty occurs at
least 3 nights per week and lasted for 3 months or longer; 2) The above sleep
difficulty occurs despite adequate opportunity and circumstances for sleep; 3)
At least 1 of the following forms of daytime impairment related to the nighttime
sleep difficulty is reported by the patient: fatigue or malaise; attention,
concentration, or memory impairment; social or vocational dysfunction or poor
school performance; mood disturbance or irritability; daytime sleepiness;
motivation, energy, or initiative reduction; proneness for errors or accidents at
work or while driving; tension, headaches, or gastrointestinal symptoms in
response to sleep loss; concerns or worries about sleep (American Academy of
Sleep Medicine, 2014).
In DSM-5, (chronic) insomnia disorder is classified as: 1) Dissatisfaction
with sleep quantity or quality, with one or more of the following symptoms:
difficulty initiating sleep (DIS), difficulty maintaining sleep (DMS),
early-morning awakenings (EMA); 2) The sleep disturbance causes significant
distress or impairment in social, occupational, educational, academic,
behavioral, or other important areas of functioning; 3) The sleep difficulty
occurs at least 3 nights per week, is present for at least 3 months, and despite
adequate opportunity for sleep; 4) The insomnia does not co-occur with another
sleep disorder; 5) The insomnia is not explained by coexisting mental disorders
or medical conditions (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
The vast majority of the current literature is based on the ICSD-2
(American Academy of Sleep Medicine, 2005), or the DSM-IV-TR (American
Psychiatric Association, 2000) criteria for (primary) insomnia. Regarding the
definition of insomnia and its symptoms, both ICSD-2 and DSM-IV-TR criteria
are mostly congruent with the updated version. The major difference in ICSD-2
compared to ICSD-3 criteria is the absence of reference to the frequency and
duration of insomnia symptoms. Moreover, non-restorative sleep is removed
from the list of insomnia symptoms in DSM-5 compared to its earlier version,
and the symptom duration criterion is extended from one to three months
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Riemann et al., 2015).

2.2 Prevalence of chronic insomnia symptoms
Epidemiological studies have estimated prevalence of insomnia symptoms
according to different classification levels as follows: 1) any insomnia symptom
without restriction criteria; 2) chronic insomnia symptoms with frequency and
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duration; 3) chronic insomnia symptoms with frequency, duration, and daytime
consequences. The prevalence of insomnia symptoms among the general
population varies from 30-65.4% by Level 1 (Ohayon, 2002; Chung et al., 2015),
to 16-42.0% by Level 2 (Ohayon, 2002; Ohayon & Reynolds, 2009; Chung et al.,
2015), and narrows to 15.1-22.1%, by Level 3 (Roth et al., 2011; Pallesen et al.,
2014; Chung et al., 2015). Among Finnish adults, the recent prevalence of
insomnia symptoms by categories 1 and 2 was comparable to that of other
developed countries (Lallukka et al., 2010). However, a previous study reported
that prevalence of full-diagnosed chronic insomnia (DSM-IV criteria) in Finland
was 1.5-2 times higher than non-Nordic European countries (Ohayon &
Partinen, 2002).
Symptoms of chronic insomnia can exclusively exist or can coexist with
each other in individuals. The prevalence of insomnia symptoms among adults
in different age groups is as follows: 6.7-22.8% for difficulty initiating sleep
(DIS); 5.6-33.3% for difficulty maintaining sleep (DMS); 3.1-22.8% for early
morning awakenings (EMA); and 8.7-17.8% for non-restorative sleep (NRS,
Ohayon & Reynolds, 2009; Pallesen et al., 2014). In general, DMS is the most
prevalent insomnia symptom among adults. Prevalence of DIS, DMS, and EMA
increases with age, while occurrences of NRS are evenly distributed across age
groups (Ohayon & Reynolds, 2009).

2.3

Assessment of sleep quality in individuals with chronic
insomnia symptoms

2.3.1 Subjective measurements
Subjective complaints about sleep are usually considered as the primary
outcomes of insomnia. Current studies regarding populations with chronic
insomnia symptoms use different instruments for assessing subjective sleep
quality. These include sleep diaries and various scales and questionnaires.
Sleep diaries are widely used to collect subjective sleep data. The diary is
usually completed consecutively over at least seven nights. A sleep diary with
instruction is delivered to the subject before the first assessment night. Subjects
are often instructed to fill in the time going to bed, estimated time of falling
asleep, waking-up time in the morning, and number of awakenings during the
night (Carney et al., 2012). Total awaken time during the night, total sleep time,
and other related issues may also be asked. Therefore, sleep parameters such as
sleep onset latency (SOL), number of nocturnal awakenings (NWAK), as well as
total sleep time (TST), wake after sleep onset (WASO), and sleep efficiency
(TST/Total time in bed, SE) can be determined.
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The Pittsburgh sleep quality index (PSQI) is the most commonly used
questionnaire for assessing sleep quality and disturbances. The PSQI includes
19 items, which generate the following seven component scores: subjective
sleep quality, sleep latency, sleep duration, habitual sleep efficiency, sleep
disturbances, use of sleeping medication, and daytime dysfunction (Buysse et
al., 1989). PSQI is determined as a global score as the sum of all items. In
addition, the sub-score of each component can be used in assessing related
insomnia symptoms or sleep disorders. The recall period of PSQI is the past
month.
The Insomnia severity index (ISI) is another questionnaire-derived index
which is designed as an instrument for measuring subjective perception of
insomnia. ISI includes seven questions concerning insomnia symptoms, sleep
satisfaction, and consequences of insomnia on daytime functions. The total
score is counted for classification of insomnia severity (Morin, 1993). Unlike
PSQI, ISI focuses on the severity level rather than frequency of insomnia
symptoms. ISI reflects current condition (i.e. the last two weeks).
The Basic Nordic sleep questionnaire (BNSQ) has been developed as a
standardized sleep questionnaire that can be used as a basis for questionnaires
(Partinen & Gislason, 1995). BNSQ includes questions regarding insomnia
symptoms, daytime sleepiness, chronotype, sleep breathing, sleep duration,
nap, etc. It introduces a 1-5 scale for measuring frequency of insomnia
symptoms, as follows: 1) never or less than once per month; 2) less than once
per week; 3) on 1-2 nights per week; 4) on 3-5 nights per week; 5) every night or
almost every night. BNSQ recalls conditions during the past three months.
In addition, there are other commonly used questionnaires for evaluating
daytime sleep-related outcomes, such as Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) and
Stanford Sleepiness Scale. Such questionnaires can be used among insomniacs
however, not as main endpoints.
2.3.2 Objective measurements
Polysomnography (PSG) is the current gold standard for objective sleep
measurement (Blackwell et al., 2008; Marino et al., 2013). However, the cost of
measurement, conditions of measurement preparation and environment, and
potential discomfort due to restricted bodily movement all significantly limit
the utility of PSG in sleep measurement among the insomniac population.
Insomnia studies that implement PSG measurements may encounter the
shortcoming of a limited number of measurement nights (Passos et al., 2011),
which enhances measurement bias due to night-to-night variability of sleep
parameters among insomniacs (Edinger et al., 1991). Hence, approaches of
measuring objective sleep out of laboratory environment are required in
research.
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Sleep is accompanied with significantly reduced limb movements (Marino
et al., 2013). Using movement data to infer sleep or wake status has been
increasingly accepted into practice during the past decades (Marino et al., 2013).
Wrist actigraphy is a device that consecutively measures upper limb
movements (acceleration). The acceleration data are saved in the device
memory, and can be read using software with algorithms for distinguishing
sleep or wake status (Hauri & Wisbey, 1992). Due to its feasibility in large-scale
and long-term measurements, wrist actigraphy is recommended as the optimal
instrument for measuring objective sleep parameters among the insomniac
population (Hauri & Wisbey, 1992). The validity of wrist actigraphy in
detecting sleep/wake among insomniacs has been tested against PSG in various
studies (Lichstein et al., 2006; Marino et al., 2013). In these studies, Lichstein et
al. compared actigraphy (actigraphy device: AW-64, Minimitter Inc, OR, USA;
algorithm: Actiware Sleep v. 3.3) and PSG-determined TST, SOL, WASO, SE,
and NWAK, and found satisfactory correlations for all parameters except SOL
(Lichstein et al., 2006). Marino et al. carried out another validation (actigraphy
device: AW-64, Minimitter Inc, OR, USA and Actiwatch Spectrum,
Philips/Respironics, Murrysville, PA, USA; algorithm: Cole-Krinpke) against
PSG among a mixed population of insomniacs and normal sleepers.
Actigraphy-measured sleep/wake data were found to have high accuracy
(0.863, proportion of 30-s sleep epochs consistent with PSG in all total duration),
high sensitivity (0.965, ability to correctly identify sleep), but low specificity
(0.329, ability to correctly identify wake) (Marino et al., 2013).
It is worth noting that technologies with potential uses in long-term sleep
measurement have been developing fast in recent years. Non-invasive sleep
measurement based on piezoelectric devices could find wide application in
home-based sleep screening among patients with chronic insomnia or other
sleep disorders such as OSA and RLS. Piezoelectric sensor measures the electric
change in response to applied mechanical stress (Mang et al., 2014). An
important advantage of such sensors over actigraphy is that they can detect not
only locomotor activities, but also more subtle movements such as respiration
(thorax movement) and heart beat (ballistocardiography) (Shin et al., 2010).
According to the known alterations of respiration rhythm and heart rate
between sleep and wake (Pivik & Busby 1996; Farina et al., 2014; Long et al.,
2015), distinguishing sleep or wake with better accuracy than actigraphy
appears feasible. Initial validation of a piezoelectric device (Beddit pro, Beddit
Ltd., Espoo, Finland) against PSG (n = 40) in determining respiration and heart
rate showed high accuracy (Paalasmaa et al., 2012). However, validation of the
algorithm for distinguishing sleep/wake based on heart rate, respiration, and
bodily movement needs to be carried out among different populations.
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2.4 Behavioral risk factors of chronic insomnia symptoms
2.4.1 Overweight and obesity
Overweight (Body mass index, BMI  25 kg m-2) and obesity (BMI  30 kg m-2)
are widely considered to be associated with short sleep duration (Cappuccio et
al., 2008) and sleep disorders such as OSA (Romero-Corral et al., 2010) and RLS
(Gao et al., 2009). In addition, a number of studies have also investigated
whether there is a link between overweight and insomnia symptoms
(Fogelholm et al., 2007; Crönlein et al., 2015; Palm et al., 2015). One
population-based study reported that sleep-related disturbances are associated
with obesity (determined by BMI or waist circumference), and that the
associations are independent of OSA (Fogelholm et al., 2007). Further, a recent
study on college students revealed a negative correlation between fat mass and
actigraphy-determined sleep efficiency (SE) in men (Kahlhöfer et al., 2016).
Although insomnia symptoms were not specifically measured in these studies,
the results suggest that there is likely to be a relationship between overweight
and insomnia symptoms.
Recently, a population-based longitudinal study further implied the
association between overweight and insomnia symptoms by showing that
adults with higher BMI had more insomnia-related sleep problems (Palm et al.,
2015). Moreover, the study also reported that during a 10-13-year follow-up,
those with greater BMI increase had a higher risk of developing difficulty of
maintaining sleep (DMS) and excessive daytime sleepiness (Palm et al., 2015).
This indicates that weight gain may lead to insomnia symptoms. Nevertheless,
the results of another study challenged the association between overweight and
insomnia by showing that patients with diagnosed chronic primary insomnia
from a random sample did not have higher BMI than healthy counterparts
(Crönlein et al., 2015).
2.4.2 Low level of physical activity
Physical activity has long been associated with better sleep. Accumulating
evidence suggests that low level of physical activity is a risk factor for insomnia
symptoms in various populations (Janson et al., 2001; Smagula et al., 2016).
Cross-sectional data from a Finnish population showed that, compared to those
with higher level of physical activity, adults who were physically inactive
(physical activity of less than 14 MET hours per week) had insomnia symptoms
more frequently (Haario et al., 2013).
Being physically active is associated with reduced risk of suffering chronic
insomnia symptoms. Among middle-aged women, consistently high exercise
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activity level is associated with better sleep quality in terms of higher PSG
measured SE and higher PSQI scores (Kline et al., 2013). Among men, regular
participation in both light and strenuous physical activity is associated with
lower risk of tiredness upon awake (Fabsitz et al., 1997). Sherrill et al. found
that both men and women had significantly reduced risk of disorders of
maintaining sleep if they were having regular physical activity at least once a
week, participating regularly in an exercise programme, or walking at a normal
pace for more than 6 blocks per day (Sherrill et al., 1998). Further, older adults
engaging in higher levels of leisure time physical activity had a lower
prevalence of difficulty initiating sleep, and the association was independent of
major covariates such as BMI, gender, and age (Kitano et al., 2014).
The link between physical activity and chronic insomnia symptoms is
likely to be bi-directional. Recent research has emphasized that poor sleep
discourages people from being physically active during the day, possibly due to
tiredness and sleepiness (Kline 2014). Studies showed that sleep parameters
(subjective sleep quality, subjective SOL, objective SE) predict physical activity
behavior on the following day (Dzierzewski et al., 2014; Baron et al., 2013;
Lambiase et al., 2013). In the long-term, a 7-year follow-up study found that
insomnia symptoms were associated with a physically inactive lifestyle at
follow-up after adjustment for gender, age, and other corresponding unhealthy
behavior at baseline (Haario et al., 2013). It has been proposed that improving
sleep quality may contribute to higher levels of daytime physical activity (Kline
et al., 2014). However, a study of older insomnia patients rebutted this notion
by revealing that low physical activity level persists despite the improvement in
sleep achieved through a 4-week behavioral treatment (Kline et al., 2014).
Hence, to first motivate individuals with chronic insomnia symptoms engaging
in regular physical activity is the key to improving their sleep.
2.4.3 Dietary and nutritional factors
Taking into account the associations between insomnia symptoms, overweight,
and physical activity, diet is potentially another important mediator in this
respect. Numerous studies have suggested that restricted or deprived sleep
leads to higher energy intake, which may further predispose to
overweight/obesity (St-Onge, 2013). On the other hand, studies have found that
dietary alteration, especially adjustment of energy-yielding nutrients, also
influences sleep (Phillips et al., 1975; Wells et al., 1997; St-Onge et al., 2016).
Therefore, similar to the association between physical activity and sleep, a
reciprocal relationship may exist between diet and sleep.
Cross-sectional and interventional studies have revealed that several
dietary factors are related to insomnia symptoms. These factors concern dietary
pattern, certain food items, macro- and micronutrients. A population based
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study among adults aged 18-70 years showed that a diet high in vegetables, soy,
and eggs was associated with less difficulty initiating sleep (Kurotani et al.,
2015). Kitano et al. reported that in older adults, higher consumption of milk
products is independently associated with lower prevalence of difficulty
initiating sleep (Kitano et al., 2014). Moreover, placebo controlled, double blind
studies have tested the efficacy of certain food products in improving sleep.
One study aimed on older adults with chronic insomnia showed that,
compared to the placebo period, a 2-week intake of tart cherry juice blend
reduced WASO assessed by 2-week sleep diary (Pigeon et al., 2010). Another
study reported that among older adults, actigraphy-determined SE and
NWAKs were reduced after a 3-week intake of 100 g Lactobacillus helveticus
fermented milk per day, compared to the placebo period (Yamamura et al.,
2009).
Population based studies have discovered the associations between
energy-yielding nutrients and insomnia symptoms. Among 4435 Japanese
non-shift workers, low protein intake (<16% vs 16% of total energy) was
associated with DIS and poor subjective quality of sleep, high protein intake
(19% vs <19 of total energy) with DMS, and low carbohydrate intake (<50% vs
50% of total energy) with DMS (Takana et al., 2013). Grandner et al. reported
that the odd ratios of insomnia-related sleep symptoms were associated with
nutrient intakes based on 4552 US adults, and the prevalence of DMS was
found to be negatively correlated with carbohydrate intake (Grandner et al.,
2014). In non-energy-yielding nutrients, low dietary fiber intake was associated
with the prevalence of self-reported sleep symptoms (Grandner et al., 2014) and
the impaired objective sleep quality (St-Onge et al., 2016).
Micronutrients also play a role in sleep regulation and are linked to
insomnia symptoms. Population-based data have indicated that less dietary
vitamin D intake is related to a higher prevalence of DMS (Grandner et al.,
2014). This finding is further supported by another study which showed that
lower levels of serum vitamin D are associated with poorer objectively
measured sleep including shorter TST and lower SE (Massa et al., 2015).
Furthermore, population-based data suggested independent associations
between DIS and lower intakes of selenium and calcium, and between NRS and
lower intakes of vitamin C and calcium, respectively (Grandner et al., 2014).
Interventional studies have also unveiled an association between insomnia
symptoms and intakes of certain micronutrients. A double-blind placebo
controlled trial reported that magnesium and zinc supplements accompanied
with melatonin improved sleep quality among older adults with chronic
insomnia (Rondanelli et al., 2011). However, whether the improvement was
independent of melatonin intake was not mentioned.
In summary, information regarding nutritional intakes and chronic
insomnia symptoms is fragmentary. Associations between energy-yielding
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nutrients, non-energy-yielding macronutrients, micronutrients and occurrence
of insomnia symptoms need to be systematically studied in order to strengthen
the knowledge base of this topic.
2.4.4 Other behavioral risk factors
Alcohol intake and smoking are among the behavioral factors related to chronic
insomnia symptoms. The association between higher alcohol consumption and
insomnia or its related sleep complaints has been found among people of
working age (Tachibana et al., 1996; Härmä et al., 1998). Furthermore, the
prevalence of insomnia is high among people with alcohol use disorder
(Brower, 2015). Smoking is suggested as another risk factor of insomnia
symptoms. A cross-sectional study between smokers (median smoking history
13.1 years, mean consumption 21.2 cigarettes per day) and non-smokers found
more insomnia-like sleep impairments in the former group (Jaehne et al., 2012).
Other factors that may disrupt sleep quality, such as caffeine intake, have yet to
be shown to have a direct association with chronic insomnia symptoms (Clark
& Landolt, 2016).

2.5

Exercise training as a treatment alternative for chronic
insomnia symptoms

Currently, cognitive behavioral treatment (CBT) is the primary non-drug
treatment recommended by healthcare guidelines for chronic insomnia
symptoms (Buysse 2013; Winkelman 2015). In addition to the CBT, exercise has
been suggested as a potential non-drug treatment alternative for chronic
insomnia (Youngstedt, 2005), based on several reasons. First, evidence shows
that people with higher levels of habitual physical activity have lower risks of
prevalence, persistence, and late-life incidence of insomnia (Morgan, 2003).
Second, by increasing energy expenditure and elevating body temperature,
exercise stimulates energy conservation and down-regulation of body
temperature, which agrees with current hypotheses of the mechanisms
underlying the wake-sleep transition (Horne & Staff 1983; Berger & Phillips,
1995). Moreover, compared to CBT, exercise provides a cost-effective way for
long-term health care in individuals with chronic insomnia symptoms
(Youngstedt, 2005).
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2.5.1 Type and intensity of acute exercise for mitigating insomnia symptoms
A limited number of studies have aimed to investigate the effects of different
exercise types and intensity levels on sleep among individuals with chronic
insomnia symptoms. In one study, acute exercise interventions were
implemented respectively as: 1) moderate-intensity aerobic exercise (50 mins
continuous treadmill exercise on the level of first ventilatory threshold), 2)
high-intensity aerobic exercise (three periods of 10 mins treadmill exercise on
the level of second ventilatory threshold, with 10 mins rest between each two
periods), and 3) moderate-intensity resistance exercise (three sets by ten
repetitions at 50% of one repetition maximum on different muscle groups;
Passos et al., 2010). Sleep was measured by both overnight PSG and daily sleep
log. Subjects undertaking moderate-intensity aerobic exercise, but not other
type/level of exercise showed improvement in objective and subjective sleep
parameters following exercise (Passos et al., 2010).
2.5.2 Effects of long-term aerobic exercise training on chronic insomnia
symptoms
The majority of studies under this topic have implemented long-term (one
month or longer) exercise training among individuals with chronic insomnia
symptoms. Two systematic reviews have summarized the effects of exercise
training on sleep among adults with insomnia symptoms or sleep disturbances,
indicating a positive effect of exercise on improving sleep parameters (Yang et
al., 2012; Kredlow et al., 2015). Here we reviewed up to date randomized
studies regarding the influences of aerobic exercise training on sleep (Table 1).
In a randomized study dating from 1995, late afternoon moderate aerobic
exercise was performed for four weeks among ten patients with chronic
psychophysiologic insomnia. Improvement trends in SOL and NWAK were
found after the exercise intervention, although without statistical significance
(Guilleminault et al., 1995). Later, King et al. carried out two
randomized-controlled studies among older adults with chronic
insomnia-related sleep complaints (King et al., 1997; King et al., 2008). The first
one implemented a 16-week, and the latter a 12-month aerobic exercise
programme. In both studies, the exercisers improved self-rated sleep after
intervention compared to the controls. In the latter study with 12-month
intervention, objective sleep measurement (PSG) was included, and the results
supported the positive effects of long-term aerobic exercise on sleep among
older individuals (King et al., 2008).
In recent years, studies focused on patients with diagnosed chronic
insomnia further identified the efficacy of long-term aerobic exercise in
mitigating insomnia symptoms and improving sleep. Among middle to older
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aged adults with chronic insomnia, a 16-week randomized aerobic exercise
programme successfully improved subjective sleep quality assessed by global
PSQI, SOL, sleep duration, SE, and daytime dysfunction, in comparison with
the controls without exercise intervention (Reid et al., 2010). In another
randomized study that implemented 6-month moderate aerobic exercise on
sedentary individuals with chronic insomnia, both PSG and subjective sleep
parameters improved through intervention. The improved PSG outcomes
included decreased SOL, WASO, and increased SE. Subjective improvement
was shown by sleep-diary assessed SOL, sleep quality, and feeling rested in the
morning (Passos et al., 2011). A recent study has tested whether long-term
physical activity at internationally recommended minimum levels could
improve sleep quality among chronic insomnia patients. Participants walked
for 150min/wk at moderate intensity, and after the 6-month intervention,
significantly reduced insomnia severity (assessed by the Insomnia Severity
Index, ISI) was found among exercisers compared to the controls (Hartescu et
al., 2015).
TABLE 1

Randomized studies investigating the effects of long-term aerobic exercise on
sleep among individuals with chronic insomnia symptoms.

Study
Guilleminault
et al., 1995

King et al.,
1997

King et al.,
2008

Participants
30 adults with ı 6
mo insomnia
complaints and less
than 6 h sleep per
night, exercise + sleep
hygiene (n = 10), light
therapy + sleep
hygiene (n = 10), sleep
hygiene (n = 10)
43 sedentary older
adults (aged 50-76 yrs;
women n = 29) with
chronic moderate
sleep complaints (ı 3
mo), exercise (n = 20),
wait-listed control (n
= 23)
66 older adults (aged
ı 55 yrs; women n =
44) with chronic
mild-moderate sleep
complaints (ı 3 mo),
exercise (n = 36)
health education
control (n = 30)

Exercise programme
4-wk moderate
aerobic exercise
(walking)

Sleep outcomes
Sleep diary: Ė
TST, Ę SOL, Ę
NWAK,
compared to
baseline values,
not significant

16-wk
community-based
low-impact aerobics
and brisk walking,
30-40 min/session, 4
sessions/wk, at
60-75% estimated
maxHR
12-mo moderate
endurance exercise in
supervised class,
45min/class, 2
classes/wk, plus
home-based exercise
ı 30 min/day, 3
days/wk, all exercise
at 60-85% estimated
maxHR

Ę PSQI global
sleep score
Sleep diary: Ę
SOL, Ė TST,
compared to
controls
PSG: Ę stage 1
duration, Ė
stage 2 duration,
Ę NWAK in
first third of sleep
period
Ę PSQI sleep
disturbance
subscale score
Sleep diary: Ę
SOL, Ė
rest-feeling in the
morning,
compared to
controls
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Reid et al.,
2010

17 sedentary adults
(aged ı 55 yrs;
women n = 16) with
chronic primary
insomnia (ı 3 mo),
aerobic exercise plus
sleep hygiene (n = 10),
non-exercise plus
sleep hygiene (n = 7)

16-wk aerobic exercise
by walking, stationary
bicycle, or treadmill,
40 min/session, 4
sessions/wk, at 75%
estimated maxHR
(first 4-6 wk with
lower intensity and
shorter duration)

Passos et al.,
2011

19 sedentary adults
(aged 30-55 yrs) with
chronic primary
insomnia (> 6 mo),
morning exercise (n =
10), late-afternoon
exercise (n = 9)

6-mo group aerobic
exercise on treadmill
in exercise lab, 50
min/session, 3
sessions/wk, at
treadmill speed
relative to subject’s
first ventilatory
threshold

Hartescu et
al., 2015

41 adults with chronic
(ı 3 mo) insomnia
(aged ı 40 yrs;
women n = 30),
exercise intervention
(n = 20), control (n =
21)

6-mo
moderate-intensity
exercise by brisk
walking, 30 min/d, 5
d/wk

PSQI: Ę global
sleep score, Ę
sleep latency, Ę
sleep duration,
Ę daytime
dysfunction, Ę
sleep efficiency
sub-scores,
compared to
controls
PSG: Ę SOL,
Ę WASO, Ė
SE
Sleep diary: Ę
SOL, Ė sleep
quality, Ė
rest-feeling in the
morning,
compared to
baseline values,
in both groups
Ę ISI, compared
to controls

Ę decreased value; Ė increased value; RCT, randomized controlled trial; TST,
total sleep time; SOL, sleep onset latency; NWAK, number of awakenings;
maxHR, maximum heart rate; PSQI, Pittsburgh sleep quality index; PSG,
polysomnography; SE, sleep efficiency; WASO, wakefulness after sleep onset;
ISI, insomnia severity index.

2.6 Effects of diet intervention on sleep
Although no study has investigated whether diet intervention can improve
sleep among individuals with chronic insomnia symptoms, growing evidence
suggests that dietary factors may directly influence sleep (Perron et al., 2015;
St-Onge et al., 2016). Dietary interventions by adjusting total energy intake,
proportions of energy-yielding nutrients, or consumption of other nutrients
have been carried out regarding their effects on sleep.
Regardless of obesity, energy balance (the difference between total energy
intake and total energy consumption) is assumed to be a contributor of
sleep/wake abnormalities (Perron et al., 2015), thus altering energy balance by
changing total energy intake may influence sleep. Results of a recent animal
study supported this hypothesis (Perron et al., 2015). In this study, one-week ad
libitum feeding with increased energy density (high fat diet), resulted in
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increased
sleep/wake
fragmentation
in
mice
(determined
by
electroencephalogram and electromyography, EEG/EMG), which indicates an
association between excessive total energy intake and worsened objective sleep
quality. Human studies are clearly needed to investigate such potential
influences between energy balance and sleep.
Sleep may also be acutely affected by adjusting the proportions of
energy-yielding nutrients in the diet. Phillips et al. first highlighted the
influences of daily diet on the following night's sleep, by carrying out a trial
which compared sleep EEG following a 2-day high-carbohydrate, low-fat diet, a
2-day low-carbohydrate, high-fat diet, and a 2-day normal balanced diet in
eight normal-weight men. Compared to the other diet patterns, decreased slow
wave sleep (SWS) was shown for the high-carbohydrate, low-fat diet (Phillips et
al., 1975). Another study reported that among healthy adults, self-reported
sleepiness and fatigue were higher 2-3 hours after a high-fat-low-carbohydrate
meal, compared to a low-fat-high-carbohydrate meal with an equivalent energy
amount (Wells et al., 1997). Furthermore, a recent study on 26 normal sleepers
compared nocturnal PSG parameters between days with a controlled diet (31%
of energy from fat and 7.5% from saturated fat, 53% of energy from
carbohydrates, 17% of energy from protein) and a day with an ad libitum diet
(St-Onge et al., 2016). Less SWS and longer SOL were found following the ad
libitum intake day, which was characterized by higher proportions of sugar and
saturated fatty acids in energy-yielding nutrients. Nevertheless, it is not clear
whether such sleep effects are due to changed energy balance, or alteration of
proportions of energy-yielding nutrients, or both.

2.7

Mechanisms underlying behavioral factors and chronic
insomnia symptoms

The mechanisms underlying chronic insomnia symptoms and behavioral
factors such as physical activity, diet, and overweight largely remain to be
studied. Several hypotheses have been proposed. Homeostasis, which involves
both energy balance and thermoregulation, is a pivotal mediator between the
behavioral factors and chronic insomnia symptoms. Furthermore, alterations of
appetite- and sleep-related hormone levels represent the basis of the
behavior-homeostasis-insomnia association. The proposed mechanisms
discussed in this dissertation are shown in Figure1.
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Physical activity behavior (exercise)

Eating behavior (diet)

Energy intake

Energy expenditure

Homeostasis
Thermoregulation Energy balance

Impaired sleep
(Chronic insomnia symptoms)

Serotonin
GABA
…

FIGURE 1

Weight gain/fat mass gain
(Overweight and obesity)

Leptin
Ghrelin

Orexin

Association pathways regarding exercise, diet, overweight, and chronic
insomnia symptoms.

One commonly cited theory states that the function of sleep is to achieve greater
energy conservation beyond the rested wakefulness (Berger & Phillips, 1995).
According to this logic, among individuals with chronic insomnia symptoms
who may be chronically sleep deprived, both exercise-derived energy
expenditure increase and diet-derived energy intake reduction may trigger
sleep in order to save energy. Acute or long-term daily exercise was found to
improve sleep, particularly in terms of initiating sleep among insomnia patients
(Passos et al., 2010; Reid et al., 2010; Passos et al., 2011). A common limitation of
previous studies is a lack of energy intake and expenditure measurements, thus
it is difficult to infer whether exercise per se or exercise with alteration of
energy balance contribute to improved sleep in insomnia. In addition, the
association between energy balance and insomnia symptoms may differ
between insomniacs with normal weight, overweight/obese, and metabolic
syndrome (Vanitallie, 2006). Therefore, further research is warranted to study
these groups separately.
A decrease of core body temperature from wake to non-REM (NREM)
sleep has long been noticed (Horne & Staff, 1983). Thermoregulation plays an
important role between behavioral factors and sleep. Exercise-induced body
temperature increases stimulate a down-regulation of core body temperature,
and such a ‘cool down’ process triggers sleep onset (Horne & Staff, 1983). In
addition to the down-regulation of core body temperature, thermal dissipation
through selective vasodilation of distal skin regions also promotes sleep onset
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(Kräuchi et al., 2000). The theory is further strengthened by accumulating
evidence which demonstrates the core body thermoregulation function of
sleep-related
hormones,
like
serotonin
(Murray
et
al.,
2015),
gamma-aminobutyric acid (Ishiwata et al., 2005), as well as orexin/hypocretin
(Mochizuki et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2013).
There is possibly a vicious circle between disordered sleep and weight gain.
Such a bidirectional association is partly attributed to the feeding-related
hormones like leptin and ghrelin (Taheri et al., 2004). Leptin is produced by
adipose cells as an inhibitor of energy intake. Among overweight or obese
individuals, a high leptin level in circulation causes a blunted sensitivity to this
hormone, and results in the impairment of the energy intake inhibitory
pathway (Brennan & Mantzoros, 2006). At the same time, another hormone
named ghrelin, which is secreted by the fasting gastrointestinal tract, increases
hunger and thus triggers excessive energy intake (Schwartz et al., 2000). Several
cross-sectional studies have investigated whether the levels of leptin and
ghrelin differ between group with and without chronic insomnia symptoms,
but current results are inconclusive (Motivala et al., 2009; Pan & Kastin, 2014).
Similarly to the evidence regarding the link between energy balance and
insomnia, further comparative studies should focus on certain groups such as
overweight population with chronic insomnia symptoms. Furthermore,
orexin/hypocretin, which is directly linked to thermoregulation, feeding, and
sleep, needs to be included in such investigations (Riemann & Spiegelhalder,
2014).

2.8 Summary of the literature review
In this review, information concerning chronic insomnia symptoms, such as
characterization, classification criteria, and prevalence in the population were
first introduced. Then there followed an overview of subjective and objective
measurements for assessing sleep quality in insomniacs. The main body of the
review dealt with the current state of knowledge regarding behavioral risk
factors for chronic insomnia symptoms, efficacy of exercise training in treating
chronic insomnia symptoms, and effects of diet interventions on sleep quality.
On the basis of homeostasis theories, the final part briefly explored mechanisms
underlying the relationships between behavioral factors and chronic insomnia
symptoms.

3

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The study is part of a large study that concerns the effects of exercise and diet
intervention on quality of sleep among people with obesity-related sleep
disorders (Monitoring and treatment of obesity-related sleep disorders,
MOTOSD, ISRCTN77172005). This dissertation consists of four publications in
scientific journals. The first original article (I) describes the design of the
MOTOSD study. The subsequent three articles (II, III, and IV) specifically
focused on three main objectives:
1.

To investigate whether there are differences in fat mass distribution,
lifestyle factors such as physical activity and dietary intakes among
middle-aged men with and without chronic insomnia symptoms (II).

2.

To test the efficacy of a 6-month aerobic exercise intervention in
improving home-based sleep quality among overweight and obese
men with chronic insomnia symptoms (III).

3.

To test the efficacy of a 6-month diet intervention in improving
home-based sleep quality among overweight and obese men with
chronic insomnia symptoms (IV).

4

MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1 Participants and study design
Participants were Finnish men aged 30 to 65 years. The recruitment of the
participants is presented schematically in Figure 2. The detailed descriptions of
the participant recruitment are given in the relevant articles (II-IV). The
MOTOSD study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Central Finland
Health Care District (Jyväskylä, Finland, 7/2011), and a written informed
consent was obtained from all participants prior to the study. Pre-screening and
enrolment were carried out by a physician based on sleep questionnaire, health
and behavior questionnaire, and participants’ medical history. The study was
conducted between June 2011 and July 2012.
First a cross-sectional study was performed comparing fat mass
distribution (determined by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry) and behavioral
factors between men with and without chronic insomnia symptoms.
Participants were 211 men divided into five groups as follows: 1) Normal
weight without sleep disorder (HNW); 2) Overweight and obese without sleep
disorder (HOW); 3) Overweight and obese with obstructive sleep apnea only
(OSA); 4) Overweight and obese with chronic insomnia symptoms only (INS); 5)
Overweight and obese with comorbid chronic insomnia symptoms and OSA
(COM). OSA among these participants was either classified based on the
criteria of a) an Apnea-hypopnea index (AHI, assessed by overnight PSG) of
five or greater with excessive daytime sleepiness or an AHI of 15 or greater,
regardless of associated symptoms (American Academy of Sleep Medicine Task
Force, 1999), or b) based on the criteria for suspected OSA according to the
answers in the sleep questionnaire. Classification of insomnia symptoms was
based on the DSM-IV-TR criteria (without the criterion of daytime
consequences) using the modified version of the Basic Nordic sleep
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questionnaire (BNSQ, Partinen & Gislason, 1995). Participants were considered
to have chronic insomnia symptoms if they had reported insomnia complaints
for over three months, and one or more of the following issues had
continuously occurred at least three nights per week for at least one month
during the previous three months: 1) Difficulty initiating sleep (DIS, time to fall
asleep  30 minutes); 2) Difficulty maintaining sleep (DMS, awakening during
sleep  3 times/night, or difficulty in falling asleep after nocturnal awakening
with total wake after sleep onset  30 minutes); 3) Early morning awakenings
(EMA, wake up  30 minutes earlier than desired in the morning and unable to
fall asleep again); 4) Non-restorative sleep (NRS, not feeling rested or suffering
from fatigue upon awakening). In II an additional criterion was applied,
namely that insomnia symptoms with the characteristics and frequency as
specified above, were present continuously over a period of at least one month
during the past three months.
Next a randomized controlled trial was performed that investigated the
effects of a 6-month exercise intervention and a 6-month diet intervention on
insomnia symptoms. Participants were 73 men (94% overweight or obese, BMI
 25.0) with chronic insomnia symptoms (same insomnia symptom
classification criteria with II, however without the requirement of continuous
symptom occurrence of one month or longer during the past three months).
Men with comorbid insomnia and moderate-severe sleep apnea (AHI  15)
were not involved. Participants were randomized into exercise, diet, or control
groups. As the exercise and diet interventions were assumed with independent
mechanisms, comparisons of sleep results to the controls for each intervention
group were discussed separately in the two manuscripts (III, IV).
Exclusion criteria were: 1) Restless leg syndrome/Periodic leg movement
syndrome (periodic leg movement arousal index, PLMs index > 15); 2)
Moderate or severe apnea (AHI  15, only for III and IV); 3) Any medical and
surgical care during the past three years related to diseases that might influence
sleep quality; 4) Current diagnosis of major depression; 5) History of other
major mental illness or substance abuse; 6) History of cognitive impairment and
major neurological disorders; 7) History of eating disorders; 8) Present use of
very-low-energy diet; 9) Chronic pain conditions; 10) Current or regular use of
sedatives, hypnotics (benzodiazepines, benzodiazepine-receptor antagonists,
melatonin, etc.), and painkillers; 11) Shift work.

FIGURE 2
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4.2 Measurements
All measurements were carried out at baseline before randomization, and at 6
months after the study period (III, IV). In addition, diet diary was completed at
3 months (IV).
4.2.1 Background information
Age, education, and smoking habit were collected with the health and behavior
questionnaire (II, III, IV). Age of onset of insomnia and occurrence of insomnia
symptoms were collected with the sleep questionnaire (III, IV).
4.2.2 Anthropometry and fat mass
Height and weight were measured using stadiometer and calibrated physician
weight scale, respectively. BMI was calculated as weight (kg) / height2 (m2). Fat
mass was determined using dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA; Prodigy,
GE Lunar, Madison, WI, USA).
4.2.3 Amount of habitual physical activity
The amount of physical activity was determined as metabolic equivalents
(METs) multiplied by duration in minutes (MET mins). The METs of different
living activities were taken from the 2011 Compendium of Physical Activities
(Ainsworth et al., 2011). For an activity of which intensity level could not be
determined due to lack of detailed information, the MET of an average or
moderate-intensity level of the activity was substituted. In II, the amount of
leisure time physical activity (LTPA) was based on the health and behavior
questionnaire. The duration per session, and the number of sessions per week
for the two most commonly practiced activities were solicited. Considering the
profound climatic differences between seasons in the study region and the
possibility that this might affect the choice of exercise activity, the information
was solicited separately for the summer (April–September) and winter
(October–March) half-years, and the mean values were used in the analyses. In
III and IV, the amount of physical activity per day was assessed by 7-day
physical activity diary. The diary recorded primary living activity at 30-minute
intervals over 24 hours. Physical activities were categorized into exercise and
recreational activity, livelihood physical activity, as well as sedentary behaviors
and sleep.
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4.2.4 Dietary intakes
A 3-day diet diary (two weekdays and one weekend day) collected type, item
and estimated portion size of all food and drink intake during each day. Input
of diet information, calculation of total energy intake and proportions of energy
yielding nutrients in total energy intake (E%) were carried out by the
Micro-Nutrica software (The Social Insurance Institution of Finland, Turku,
Finland).
4.2.5 Objective sleep measurement
Home-based objective sleep data were collected by an unobtrusive online sleep
monitoring system (Beddit pro; Beddit Ltd., Espoo, Finland) for seven nights.
The system included a piezoelectric bed sensor. Ballistocardiographic signals
were sampled by the piezoelectric sensor at 140 Hz and simultaneously
uploaded to a web server through the Internet, where sleep/wake status was
classified in 30-second epochs based on heart rate variability, respiration rate
variability, and binary actigram (Paalasmaa et al., 2012). An ambient brightness
sensor, included in the system, was placed in the bedroom for determining
lights-out time. Measurement was set automatically to start each evening at
18:00, and end at noon the next day. Total sleep time (TST), sleep onset latency
(SOL, determined as the duration from being present in bed with lights-out to
the first 5 minutes of consecutive sleep) (Morin et al., 2009), wakefulness after
sleep onset (WASO), and sleep efficiency (SE) were obtained for each night.
Mean values across the measured nights were used for analyses.
4.2.6 Subjective sleep measurements
The 7-night sleep diary was collected on the same days as the objective sleep
measurement. Items included time of initiating sleep, estimated time of falling
asleep, number of nocturnal awakenings, final awakening time, morning-rated
subjective quality of sleep, fatigue upon awakening, nap duration, and other
issues related with sleep. The mean values of the recorded nights were used for
analyses.
Frequency of insomnia symptoms, Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) score,
Rimon’s depression score, and sleep characteristics were obtained with the
sleep questionnaire.
4.2.7 Aerobic fitness
The two-kilometer walk test (UKK Institute, Tampere, Finland) was used to
determine fitness level. Participants were instructed to walk two kilometers as
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fast as possible at a steady pace. Walk time duration and heart rate immediately
on finishing the walk were measured for estimation of maximal oxygen uptake
(estimated VO2max). The fitness index was calculated based on walk time
duration, heart rate immediately on finishing the walk, BMI, age and gender
(Oja et al., 1991; UKK Institute, 2006). A fitness index less than 70 was defined
as low, 70 to 89 as medium, and greater than 89 as high, respectively (UKK
Institute, 2006). An exercise watch with a heart rate monitoring belt (M5;
Suunto Ltd., Vantaa, Finland) was used to determine heart rate. The test has
been proved to be safe for the overweight and obese adults who met our
inclusion criteria (Laukkanen et al., 1992).

4.3 Randomization
In III and IV, participants were randomized into the exercise intervention, diet
intervention, or the control group following baseline measurements by a 1:1:1
ratio (the randomization included moderate to severe apnea patients in the
MOTOSD study). Randomization was stratified by age and BMI ( or >
medians) with a block size of 5, using SAS v. 9.2, (SAS Institute, Cary, NC,
USA). A statistician not involved in the study carried out the treatment
allocations.

4.4 Exercise intervention
A progressive exercise programme was implemented according to fitness levels
determined by the baseline fitness test. Nordic walking or other optional
aerobic exercise was performed for 30 to 60 minutes per session, one to five
sessions per week, for six months (26 weeks), at an intensity level of 60 to 75%
of the estimated maximum heart rate obtained by the 2-km walk test. Wrist
exercise monitor with heart rate belt (M5; Suunto Ltd., Vantaa, Finland) was
used in all exercise sessions for controlling exercise intensity and duration. In
addition, each exercise session was finished at least three hours before the
bedtime.

4.5 Diet intervention
An individualized diet intervention programme was based on the diet diary
information and BMI at baseline. Suggested energy-yielding proportions in
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total energy consumption were: 40 – 45% of carbohydrate in total energy (E%)
with < 5 E% sucrose; 35 – 40 E% fat with 10 E% saturated fat (SFA), 15 – 20 E%
monounsaturated fat, and 5 – 10 E% polyunsaturated fat; 20 E% protein. For
other nutrients, greater consumptions of dietary fiber, vitamin A, vitamin D,
vitamin E, vitamin B, vitamin C, magnesium, and potassium were
recommended through suggested food options (The National Nutrition Council
of Finland, 2005). Overweight and obese participants were guided to reduce
their daily energy intake by 300 – 500 kcal during the first three months, with a
target of reducing body weight by 3 kg. After this period, the participants were
advised to maintain their achieved body weight reduction, and continue to
gradually reduce their body weight towards normal levels. Individualized diet
recommendations were introduced to each participant face-to-face by study
nutritionists during the first week of intervention. During the 6-month (26
weeks) intervention period, an online diet and nutrition counseling service
(MealTracker, MealTracker Ltd., Helsinki, Finland) was utilized 1-3 days per
week for assessing each individual’s dietary intake and providing personalized
feedback. Furthermore, two diet lectures were held during the intervention
period.

4.6 Control group
Controls were instructed to maintain their habitual lifestyle for six months.
They were given an opportunity to participate in the exercise plus diet
intervention programme for three months after the study period.

4.7 Statistical power
In III and IV, the change of primary outcome of the study: objective SOL was
based on published data (Passos et al., 2011). With a balanced allocation of 20
participants per treatment group, estimated statistical power was over 80% to
detect a 30% change in SOL in the treatment groups from baseline with no
change of SOL in the control group.

4.8 Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed by IBM SPSS statistics version 20, or version
22 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Analyses related to pre-post intervention
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comparisons were carried out following the intention-to-treat principle. For
participants with missing or incomplete values at follow-ups, the last observed
values were carried forward. All tests were two-tailed, p value less than 0.05 was
set as significant. Shapiro-Wilk’s W test, and Levene’s test were used to examine
the normality and homogeneity, respectively. Skewed data were transformed by
natural logarithm before further analysis. In II, differences between groups were
evaluated by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), or the generalized
estimating equation, followed with Sidak or post-hoc comparisons for multiple
comparisons. In III and IV, time by group differences of the outcomes were
evaluated by analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) on post-intervention values
controlling for the baseline values, followed with Tukey least significant
difference post-hoc corrections. Within group pre-post intervention differences
were evaluated by repeated measures ANOVA. For the diet diary that had an
intermediate (3 months) measurement, repeated measures ANOVA were
followed with Bonferroni post-hoc corrections.

5

RESULTS

5.1 Characteristics of participants at baseline
Comparisons of general characteristics at baseline across the five study groups
in II and the three randomized groups in III and IV are presented in Table 2. In
II, compared to the overweight men without sleep disorders (HOW), body
weight and BMI of the participants with OSA only (OSA) or comorbid insomnia
symptoms and OSA (COM) were greater (p  0.001). Such differences did not
exist between the HOW group and overweight men with solely insomnia
symptoms (INS). Compared to the normal weight men without sleep disorders
(HNW), the proportion of participants who had completed tertiary degree
education in the HOW and COM group was lower (p = 0.012 and 0.030,
respectively), and the proportion of smokers in the HOW and INS group was
higher (p = 0.031 and 0.015, respectively). General characteristics across the
three randomized groups in III and IV did not differ significantly.
The occurrence of chronic insomnia symptoms among the randomized
groups in III and IV is presented in Figure 3.

28.2 (2.6) a
86.8
18.4 a

74.5 (5.7)
23.4 (1.1)
97.9
6.2

Weight (kg)

BMI
At least tertiary degree
education (%)
Smoking presently (%)

50.4 (7.0)

25.0 a

95.0

91.3
17.4

29.6 (3.5) a

94.0 (11.6) a

179.4 (5.9)

49.4 (10.0)

Mean (SD)

INS
(N=40)

31.0 (3.9) a,b

100.4 (14.8) a,b

179.8 (7.1)

52.5 (8.0)

Mean (SD)

OSA
(N=23)

24.0

80.0
a

31.3 (5.0) a,b

99.2 (16.2) a,b

178.0 (4.5)

51.3 (9.2)

Mean (SD)

COM
(N=24)

29.2

91.7

29.3 (4.0)

92.3 (14.6)

177.4 (6.5)

51.2 (10.9)

Mean (SD)

Exercise
(N=24)

14.3

82.1

29.4 (3.7)

93.8 (11.8)

178.9 (5.0)

51.0 (9.7)

Mean (SD)

Diet
(N=28)

III and IV

19.0

95.2

29.2 (4.4)

93.1 (17.2)

178.3 (5.8)

52.6 (10.2)

Mean (SD)

Control
(N=21)

TABLE 1

General characteristics by study groups at baseline.

Data are presented as Mean (Standard deviation, SD) except for education and smoking habit, for which proportions are given.
HNW, Healthy normal weight; HOW, Overweight or obese otherwise healthy; OSA, Obstructive sleep apnea only; INS, Insomnia symptoms only;
COM, Comorbid insomnia symptoms and obstructive sleep apnea.
a p < 0.05, vs HNW; b p < 0.05, vs HOW; c p < 0.05, vs OSA.
p-values refer appropriate test of significance (one-way ANOVA followed with Sidak post-hoc comparisons tests for continuous variables and
Generalized Estimating Equation for categorical variables).

a

88.5 (9.1) a

177.3 (6.0)

50.9 (6.8)
178.5 (6.1)

Height (cm)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Age (years)

HOW
(N=76)

HNW
(N=48)

II
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40
Exercise
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
DIS

DMS

EMA

NRS

EMA

NRS

Diet
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
DIS

DMS

Control
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
DIS

DMS

EMA

NRS

DIS, Dif¿culty initialting sleep; DMS, Dif¿culty maintaining sleep;
EMA, Early morning awakeinings; NRS, Non-restorative sleep.
FIGURE 3

Occurrences of chronic insomnia symptoms in the randomized groups.
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5.2 Fat mass distribution, habitual physical activity, and diet
between men with and without chronic insomnia symptoms
or OSA (II)
As shown in Figure 4, among the overweight participants, those with comorbid
chronic insomnia symptoms and OSA had greater total fat mass than those
without sleep disorders (p = 0.039), although the proportion of fat mass in body
weight did not differ between the groups. All overweight groups with sleep
disorders showed higher fat mass in trunk (p = 0.048 to 0.009) and android
regions (p = 0.028 to 0.004) than groups without sleep disorders. Fat mass in
other parts of the body (upper and lower limbs, gynoid region) did not differ
between the overweight groups (not shown in the figure).
Total fat mass (kg)
45

a

40
35

Total fat mass (% of body weight)
a, b

a

40

a

35

a

a

a

OSA

INS

a

30

30

25

25
20
20
15

15

10

10

5

5
0

0
HNW

HOW

OSA

INS

HNW

COM

Trunk fat mass (kg)

HOW

COM

Andriod region fat mass (kg)

30

6

a, b
25

a, b
a, b

a

20

a, b
5

3

10

2

5

1

0

a, b

OSA

INS

a

4

15

a, b

0
HNW

HOW

OSA

INS

COM

HNW

HOW

COM

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation.
HNW, Healthy normal weight; HOW, Overweight or obese otherwise healthy; OSA, Obstructive sleep apnea only; INS, Insomnia symptoms only;
COM, Comorbid insomnia symptoms and obstructive sleep apnea.
a p < 0.05, vs HNW; b p < 0.05, vs HOW, one-way ANOVA followed with Sidak post-hoc corrections.

FIGURE 4

Fat mass distributions in overweight and obese men with and without
insomnia symptoms or OSA.
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Behavioral factors that differed between overweight men with insomnia
symptoms (INS and COM) and their overweight counterparts free from sleep
disorders (HOW) are given in Table 3. Compared to the HOW group, INS and
COM groups had significantly less leisure time physical activity (LTPA, p =
0.003 and 0.001, respectively), INS showed a lower proportion of energy intake
(E%) from carbohydrate, but a higher E% from fat and saturated fatty acids
(SFA, p = 0.011 to 0.003), and COM also had higher E% from SFA (p = 0.028).
Among the micronutrients, thiamine consumption was lower in both insomniac
groups than HOW (p = 0.002 and 0.008, respectively), and folate and potassium
consumptions were lower in COM than HOW (p = 0.002 and 0.003,
respectively). All the differences remained significant after the adjustment of
BMI / BMI, age, education, and smoking habits (p = 0.038 to < 0.001), except for
the E% from SFA in the COM vs HOW. In addition, compared to the HOW
group, overweight men with OSA but not insomnia symptoms showed no
differences for these outcomes (data not presented in the table).

-5.3
5.0
2.0
-0.1

Carbohydrate (E%)

Total fat (E%)

SFA (E%)

Thiamine (mg/1000kcal)

†

0.002
0.003

2.3
-0.2
-33.1
-415.8

SFA (E%)

Thiamine (mg/1000kcal)

Folate (μg/1000kcal)
Potassium
(mg/1000kcal)
(-731.5, -100.0)

(-57.8, -8.5)

(-0.3, -0.0)

(0.1, 4.4)

(-1201.7, -82.5)

(-0.2, -0.0)

(0.3, 3.8)

(1.2, 8.8)

(-9.6, -0.9)

(-1010.2, -89.0)

95% CI

-459.4

-34.3

-0.2

1.9

-614.2

-0.1

1.9

4.9

-4.8

-541.2

Mean
difference
‡

0.001

0.002

0.006

0.145

0.007 *

0.002

0.032

0.004

0.020

0.005 *

p

(-786.8, -132.0)

(-59.9, -8.6)

(-0.3, -0.0)

(-0.3, 4.0)

(-1215.3, -13.0)

(-0.3, -0.0)

(0.1, 3.6)

(1.0, 8.8)

(-9.2, -0.5)

(-1007.4, -75.0)

95% CI

Adjusted for BMI

-478.6

-35.8

-0.2

2.0

-594.6

-0.1

1.8

4.8

-4.6

-564.5

<0.001

0.001

0.002

0.101

0.009 *

0.003

0.038

0.005

0.033

0.005 *

(-804.5, -152.8)

(-61.1, -10.5)

(-0.3, -0.0)

(-0.2, 4.2)

(-1198.6, 9.4)

(-0.2, -0.0)

(0.1, 3.6)

(1.0, 8.6)

(-9.0, -0.2)

(-1035.5, -93.5)

Adjusted for BMI, age, education, and
smoking habit
Mean
p‡
95% CI
difference

COM, Comorbid insomnia and OSA; HOW, Overweight or obese otherwise healthy; LTPA, Leisure-time physical activity; SFA, Saturated fatty
acid.
† One-way ANOVA followed with Sidak post-hoc comparisons.
‡ Analyses of covariance followed with Sidak post-hoc comparisons tests.
* Natural Log-transformed results.

0.008

0.028

-642.1

0.001 *

0.002

0.011

0.003

0.008

0.003 *

p

LTPA (MET mins/wk)

COM vs HOW

-549.6

LTPA (MET mins/wk)

Mean
difference

Unadjusted

Differences between overweight men with and without insomnia symptoms, before and after adjustment for covariate(s).

INS vs HOW

TABLE 2
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5.3 Effects of exercise intervention on sleep among overweight
men with chronic insomnia symptoms (III)
Compared to controls, those randomized to the 6-month exercise programme
had shorter objective sleep onset latency (SOL, p = 0.009) and lower
self-reported frequency of difficulty initiating sleep in the preceding three
months (p = 0.028). Exercisers also showed improvements in objectively
measured wake after sleep onset, objective sleep efficiency, subjective nocturnal
awakenings, subjective sleep quality, fatigue upon awakening, the Epworth
sleepiness scale, and the Rimon’s depression score throughout the intervention
(p = 0.047 to < 0.001), but these changes did not have time by group differences
(Table 4).
Compared to their own baseline values, habitual amount of exercise and
recreational physical activity increased in the exercise group after the
intervention (p = 0.019), but were unchanged in controls (Figure 5). Total
energy expenditure and the amount of other types of physical activity did not
change in either group throughout the study. In addition, neither total energy
intake nor proportions of energy-yielding nutrient intakes showed a time by
group difference (not shown in the figure).

81.7 (78.3 to 86.7)

Sleep efficiency (%) *

1.9 (1.7 to 2.1) †
2.2 (1.7 to 2.6)

2.2 (2.0 to 2.4)
2.8 (2.2 to 3.3)
8.4 (7.0 to 9.8)
4.0 (2.0 to 7.8)

Fatigue upon awakening (1-4) b

c

Epworth sleepiness scale score

Rimon’s depression score *

2.5 (2.0 to 3.0)
5.0 (4.0 to 7.0)

6.6 (5.2 to 8.0)

4.0 (1.3 to 6.0) †

6.3 (4.9 to 7.7)

2.3 (1.9 to 2.7)

2.0 (1.7 to 2.2)

2.7 (2.4 to 2.9)

1.8 (1.3 to 2.4) †

20.0 (13.3 to 23.8)

88.1 (85.9 to 90.2) †

42.4 (34.8 to 54.7)

9.9 (9.1 to 13.6) †‡

20.7 (8.8 to 33.4)

1 = Very poor; 2 = Relatively poor; 3 = Good; 4 = Excellent.

1 = Not fatigued at all; 2 = A little fatigued; 3 = Quite fatigued; 4 = Very fatigued.

1 = Never/less than once per month; 2 = Less than once per week; 3 = 1-2 days per week; 4 = 3-5 days per week; 5 = Daily or almost daily.

a

b

c

corrections.

< 0.05, time-by-group difference compared to control group, analyses of covariance controlling for the baseline values, followed with Tukey least significant difference post hoc

3.0 (2.5 to 5.5)

7.4 (5.2 to 9.7)

2.7 (2.1 to 3.2)

2.0 (1.8 to 2.2)

2.4 (2.2 to 2.6)

2.3 (1.8 to 2.8)

25.0 (15.0 to 42.5)

86.6 (83.4 to 89.8)

38.7 (34.4 to 49.3)

< 0.05, compared to baseline, repeated measures ANOVA.

4.0 (3.0 to 7.5)

8.3 (6.2 to 10.5)

2.8 (2.2 to 3.3)

1.9 (1.6 to 2.1)

2.4 (2.2 to 2.5)

2.6 (1.8 to 3.4)

21.5 (17.3 to 41.8)

85.9 (82.1 to 88.4)

44.8 (37.2 to 49.4)

18.1 (12.1 to 32.9)

6 Months

412.8 (390.4 to 435.2)

Control

393.3 (370.9 to 415.8)

Baseline

‡p

Comparisons under Natural Log transformed data, values are shown as the medians and 25th through 75th percentiles.

2.5 (0.0 to 4.0) †

6.8 (5.5 to 8.1) †

2.2 (2.0 to 2.4)

2.4 (2.1 to 2.7)

2.3 (1.8 to 2.9)

21.0 (13.5 to 31.0)

83.5 (81.5 to 88.2)

44.7 (36.7 to 53.2)

16.6 (11.3 to 27.7)

6 Months

403.3 (384.1 to 422.6) †

Diet

377.2 (359.0 to 395.4)

Baseline

†p

*

Data are shown as Means (95% CI) unless further notified.

Difficulty initiating sleep (1-5)
†‡

2.7 (2.5 to 2.9) †

2.5 (2.3 to 2.7)

Morning-rated sleep quality (1-4) a

(times/night)

1.9 (1.4 to 2.4) †

21.0 (12.0 to 40.0)

87.1 (83.1 to 89.3) †

39.1 (35.9 to 52.3) †

13.7 (6.7 to 22.6) †‡

2.6 (1.8 to 3.3)

Nocturnal awakenings

Sleep onset latency (min) *

30.0 (12.0 to 60.0)

48.3 (43.9 to 62.2)

Wake after sleep onset (min) *

Subjective

23.9 (14.0 to 42.2)

Sleep onset latency (min) *

6 Months

390.1 (364.8 to 415.3)

Exercise

376.8 (353.7 to 399.8)

Baseline

Sleep, sleepiness, and depression in the randomized groups before and after the study period.

Total sleep time (min)

Objective

TABLE 3
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Exercise (n = 24)
600
500
MET mins/day

400
300
200
100
0
-100
-200
-300

Control (n = 21)
600

MET mins/day

500
400
300
200
100
0
-100
-200
-300
-400
-500

FIGURE 5

Changes of habitual amount of exercise and other recreational physical
activity in exercise group and control group.

5.4 Effects of diet intervention on sleep among overweight men
with chronic insomnia symptoms (IV)
Between the diet and control groups, a time by group difference was seen only
in objective sleep onset latency (p = 0.001). Within the diet group,
improvements following the intervention were exhibited in objective total sleep
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time (TST), objective SE, subjective nocturnal awakenings, and the Rimon’s
depression score (p = 0.035 to 0.001, Table 4).
Dietary intakes assessed by 3-day diet diary at the baseline, 3 months, and
6 months are presented in Figure 6. In the diet group, reported total energy
intake was significantly reduced during the intervention, and the lowered total
energy consumption remained at 6 months. The control group had reduced
reported total energy intake at 3 months, but not at 6 months. In both groups, E%
from carbohydrates and fats were within the recommended ranges at all
measurement timepoints. The diet group also reached the recommended E%
from protein through the intervention. In addition, although the E% from SFAs
was reduced at 3 months in the diet group, E% from SFAs and sucrose were
still higher than the recommended levels.

Control group

Baseline

3 months 6 months

Baseline

3 months 6 months

0

5
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20

Baseline

Baseline

3 months

*

3 months

Baseline

6 months

Baseline

SFA (E%)
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Carbohydrate (E%)

Upper limit of recommendation †

3 months

3 months

6 months

6 months

0

5

10
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25

30

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Baseline

Baseline

3 months
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FIGURE 6

Dietary intakes of diet and control groups at baseline, 3 months, and 6 months.

Baseline

6 months

Baseline

Protein (E%)

6 months

Sucrose (E%)

Lower limit of recommendation †

E%, proportion of total energy intake (alcohol excluded).
Data are presented as means ± standard deviations.
* p < 0.05, compared to baseline values, repeated measures ANOVA followed with Bonferroni post-hoc corrections.
† Recommendations according to the National Nutrition Council of Finland, 2005.
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5.5 Changes in body weight, fat mass, and fitness (III and IV)
Body weight, total fat mass, and fitness test results of the three randomized
groups throughout the study are presented in Table 5. Compared to controls,
the diet group, but not the exercise group had significantly lower body weight
(p = 0.005) and total fat mass (p = 0.035) following the intervention. The
difference was due to increased fat mass and total body weight within the
control group (p = 0.027 and 0.003, respectively). Estimated VO2max and fitness
index among both the exercise and the diet group improved relative to baseline
(p = 0.006 to 0.001).

27.5 (23.0 to 31.9)

29.3 (25.3 to 33.4)

73.4 (63.2 to 83.6)

Total fat mass (kg)

Estimated VO2max

Fitness index

78.6 (68.6 to 88.6) †

31.4 (27.4 to 35.4) †

28.1 (23.3 to 32.9)

92.5 (86.6 to 98.4)

6 months

29.6 (25.4 to 33.9) †
74.3 (63.7 to 84.8) †

68.2 (58.4 to 78.0)

26.8 (23.5 to 30.2) ‡

92.7 (88.1 to 97.4) ‡

6 months

27.2 (23.4 to 30.9)

27.5 (24.2 to 30.7)

93.8 (89.2 to 98.4)

Baseline

Diet

78.5 (69.2 to 87.8)

30.9 (27.1 to 34.8)

28.0 (23.6 to 32.5)

93.1 (85.2 to 100.9)

Baseline

6 months

80.6 (72.0 to 89.3)

30.4 (26.5 to 34.3)

28.9 (24.0 to 33.8) †

94.4 (86.3 to 102.5) †

Control

least significant difference post hoc corrections.

< 0.05, time-by-group difference compared to control group, analyses of covariance controlling for the baseline values, followed with Tukey

p < 0.05, compared to the baseline value, repeated measures analyses of variance.

‡p

†

Data are shown as Means (95% CI).

VO2max, Maximal oxygen uptake.

92.3 (86.2 to 98.5)

Baseline

Exercise

Body weight, fat mass, and aerobic fitness level at baseline and 6 months.

Body weight (kg)

TABLE 4
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6

DISCUSSION

The present study focused on overweight middle-aged men and consisted of
two phases. First, body fat distribution and behavioral factors, such as physical
activity and diet, were compared between those with and without chronic
insomnia symptoms. Second, the efficacy of aerobic exercise training and diet
intervention on mitigating chronic insomnia symptoms was investigated.

6.1 Fat mass distribution and behavioral factors among
overweight men with and without chronic insomnia
symptoms
Previous studies have reported associations between reduced sleep time and
greater fat mass distributed in the central region of the body (Patel et al., 2008,
Chaput et al., 2011), which suggests a potential association between insufficient
sleep and central obesity rather than total adiposity. Nevertheless, it is not
known whether such an association is related to chronic insomnia symptoms.
The fat distribution results in II revealed that even if the total fat mass is
comparable, overweight men with chronic insomnia symptoms have greater fat
mass concentrated in the trunk and android regions than their counterparts free
from sleep disorder. Therefore, central obesity, which is recognized as a risk
factor of OSA (Schäfer et al., 2002), is also likely a marker of chronic insomnia
symptoms in overweight men.
Sedentary behavior is an independent risk factor of insomnia symptoms
among adults (Janson et al., 2001; Haario et al., 2013). In II, we found that
regardless of BMI, age, and smoking habits, the amount of leisure time physical
activity, but not of other non-occupational physical activities (e.g. housework,
commuting), differ between overweight men with and without chronic
insomnia symptoms. This result suggests that sedentary behavior or lack of
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exercise may be an independent risk factor for chronic insomnia symptoms
among overweight and obese men. Similar results have been reported in a
previous study of middle-aged women (Kline et al., 2013). In that study, a
consistent higher level of exercise activity, but not lifestyle- or
household-related activity was associated with better sleep quality.
In II, overweight men with chronic insomnia symptoms had a poorer diet
with greater intake of saturated fatty acids and lower consumptions of several
micronutrients, compared to those without sleep disorder. It was not until
recently that studies started to associate dietary factors with insomnia
symptoms (Grandner et al., 2014). The current study results imply that both low
physical activity and poor diet may contribute to impaired sleep among the
overweight and obese population.

6.2 Effect of aerobic exercise training on sleep among overweight
men with chronic insomnia symptoms
In III, compared to the control group, exercisers showed reductions in both
objective sleep onset latency (SOL) and subjective frequency of difficulty
initiating asleep. On the other hand, no time by group difference was found in
parameters related to other insomnia symptoms. These results were consistent
with those of another study that investigated the effects of exercise on older
adults with mild sleep impairment (Chen et al., 2015). Moreover, recent
meta-analysis regarding the effects of exercise training on sleep also indicates a
stronger effect of exercise on curtailing SOL than other sleep parameters such as
total sleep time and sleep efficiency (Kredlow et al., 2015). Thus, it could be that
the main influence of regular exercise on insomnia symptoms is in reducing the
difficulty of initiating sleep, the symptom which is related to multiple health
issues such as heart disease, metabolic syndrome, and mortality (Schwartz et al.,
1999; Troxel et al., 2010; Lallukka et al., 2015).
There are several mechanisms for explaining the effects of exercise on sleep
onset, such as thermoregulation and energy conservation (Horne & Staff, 1983;
Berger & Phillips, 1995). However, in the present study, we were not able to
find clear evidence that would support the above-mentioned mechanisms. An
exercise-induced core body temperature increase could trigger a significant
decrease in sleep onset time (Horne & Staff, 1983), but this is for the acute effect,
which was not measured in our study. Furthermore, under the logic of energy
conservation theory, we assumed that the chronic effect of energy balance
alteration was a key mechanism behind the effect of exercise on sleep initiating
among overweight and obese men. Nevertheless, no time-by-group or within
group pre-post intervention differences were found in total energy intake or
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expenditure (assessed by 3-day diet diary and 7-day physical activity diary,
respectively). Future studies with pre-post intervention as well as intermediate
measurements of energy intake, energy expenditure, and sleep parameters are
needed to verify whether long-term energy balance alteration is the main
reason for shortening SOL.

6.3 Effects of energy intake reduction and nutrient composition
adjustment on sleep among overweight men with chronic
insomnia symptoms
A recent study reported that compared to a 2-day ad-libitum diet,
polysomonography determined sleep quality was better following a 4-day
energy-controlled diet among normal sleepers (St-Onge et al., 2016). Specifically,
SOL was longer, and slow wave sleep duration was shorter after the ad-libitum
feeding. This study, together with others (Wells et al., 1997, Perron et al., 2015),
indicates the acute effects of diet alteration on sleep. In IV, we aimed to
investigate whether long-term diet alteration by both reducing energy intake
and adjusting macronutrient composition could improve sleep quality among
insomniacs. Similar to the effects of regular exercise, objective SOL was
curtailed following the diet intervention compared to the controls. Therefore,
among overweight and obese men, sleep initiation may be improved by the
lowered total energy consumption and/or a more balanced diet composition.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that, compared to the controls, diet
intervention led to lower body weight and total fat mass, but no such difference
was observed between the exercise and control groups. The controls increased
their weight and fat mass during the study period, while the exercise group had
no changes, and the diet group showed a slight trend for these parameters to
decrease. These results suggest two points. First, in addition to short sleep
duration (Shechter et al., 2012), chronic insomnia symptoms also contribute to
weight gain. Second, the altered energy-balance is likely to play a role in diet
induced sleep alteration. Nevertheless, further studies are needed for
elucidating the underlying mechanisms.

6.4 Strengths and limitations
The present study is among the first to investigate the effects of behavioral
factors on sleep among an overweight population with chronic insomnia
symptoms in a randomized setting. Compared to other relevant studies, this
study had several strengths. First, in addition to the simple anthropometry
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measurements, dual energy x-ray densitometry was used to assess body
composition. Second, the randomized controlled trial (III and IV) enabled us to
obtain more robust results than many previous studies which have lacked
control groups. Furthermore, both objective and subjective sleep assessments
were performed at home on multiple nights, which minimized the effects of
sleep environment switching (to sleep lab), and night-to-night sleep variability.
This study was subject to some limitations. First, the study involved only
male participants, and thus restricted us from knowing if the same
cross-sectional differences and interventional effects also exist among women.
Second, the INS group in II and participants in III and IV might also be affected
by sleep apnea, due to the underestimation of suspected apnea criteria in the
sleep questionnaire, and this might lead to heterogeneity in the insomniac
population.
In II, participants without sleep disorder were overweight or obese men
who were otherwise healthy, therefore the differences observed in fat mass
distribution and behavioral factors may not exist in overweight/obese
populations with other comorbid pathologies.
In III and IV, objective sleep measurement was carried out by a
piezoelectric system with a new algorithm. Although the initial validation
against PSG showed satisfactory accuracy in determining sleep/wake status,
further validations against both PSG and wrist actigraphy are needed.
Furthermore, due to the nature of lifestyle intervention, we were not able to
blind the participants in the control group, and hence the Hawthorne effect
might have altered their behavior in terms of physical activity and diet. Finally,
the underlying mechanisms of the effects of exercise and diet on sleep were not
investigated in this study, which should be focused in the future.

7

MAIN FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Compared to overweight and obese men free from sleep disorders and other
major pathologies, overweight and obese middle-aged men with chronic
insomnia symptoms had more adipose tissue in the central body region, less
leisure time physical activity, and poorer diet.
2. Six-month aerobic training improved both objective and subjective sleep
quality among (mostly) overweight men with chronic insomnia symptoms,
regardless of change in body weight or fat mass. The improvement is mainly
demonstrated as eased difficulty in initiating sleep.
3. Six-month diet intervention by reducing energy intake and optimizing diet
composition improved sleep quality among overweight men with chronic
insomnia symptoms, particularly by curtailing objective sleep onset latency.
The improvement in sleep may partly be attributed to decreased body
weight and fat mass.
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YHTEENVETO (FINNISH SUMMARY)
Ihmiset käyttävät arviolta noin kolmanneksen elinajastaan nukkumiseen.
Univaikeuksista johtuva riittämätön uni ja huono unen laatu ovat monien
sairauksien, esimerkiksi muistisairauksien, sydän- ja verisuonisairauksien ja
tyypin 2 diabeteksen riskitekijöitä. Krooninen unettomuus on yleisin unihäiriö, ja se on hyvin yleistä aikuisilla niin Suomessa kuin muissakin kehittyneissä maissa. Nykyisissä kroonisen unettomuuden hoitomenetelmissä on
kuitenkin puutteita, kuten lääkehoitojen haittavaikutukset ja käyttäytymisterapioiden saatavuuden ongelmat ja korkeahkot kustannukset. Siksi unettomuusoireita helpottamaan tarvitaan vaihtoehtoisia menetelmiä.
On lisääntyviä todisteita siitä, että elintapatekijät kuten liikunnan puute ja
epätasapainoinen ruokavalio, jotka liittyvät lievään (painoindeksin mukaan
määritelty BMI  25.0 ja  29.9) tai merkittävään (BMI  30.0) ylipainoon, ovat
yhteydessä uneen ja unettomuusoireisiin. Siksi sellaisten ihmisten määrä, joilla
on samanaikaisia ylipaino- ja unettomuusoireita, on todennäköisesti valtava.
Siitä huolimatta on vain muutamia tutkimuksia, joissa on tutkittu unettomuusoireita vain ylipainoisilla ihmisillä, ja siksi mahdollisten elämäntapatekijöiden yhteys unettomuusoireisiin on epäselvä.
Interventiotutkimukset osoittavat fyysisen harjoituksen ja dieetin vaikutukset uneen. Aerobisen harjoituksen on raportoitu olevan tehokas tapa parantaa unen laatua kroonisesta unettomuudesta kärsivillä potilailla. Tämä tutkimus osoittaa myös jyrkän dieettimuutoksen suorat vaikutukset uniparametreihin. Täten molemmilla menetelmillä on mahdollista helpottaa unettomuusoireita. Toistaiseksi kuitenkin satunnaisotantaan perustuvat kontrolloidut yritykset tutkia sekä harjoituksen että ruokavalion vaikutuksia
unettomuuteen ovat harvinaisia.
Tässä poikkileikkaustutkimuksessa selvitettiin käyttäytymistekijöitä, jotka
liittyivät kroonisiin unettomuusoireisiin ylipainoisilla miehillä. Sen lisäksi
aerobisten harjoitusten ja dieettimuutosten vaikutuksia tässä joukossa tutkittiin
satunnaistetulla kontrollikokeella. Poikkileikkaustutkimukseen osallistui 211
keski-ikäistä suomalaismiestä joilla oli tai ei ollut unettomuusoireita. Painoindeksi mitattiin DXA-menetelmällä (dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry;
Prodigy, GE Lunar, Madison, Wi, USA) ja tavanomaisen fyysisen liikunnan
määrä ja dieetin koostumus arvioitiin kyselylomakkeilla ja kolmen päivän
dieettipäiväkirjan avulla. Tutkimuksessa verrattiin ylipainoisia osanottajia,
joilla oli tai ei ollut unettomuusoireita. Tilastollisten erojen laskemisessa
käytettiin yksisuuntaista varianssi-analyysia hyödyntäen Sidak post-hoc
korjauksia. Verrattuna ylipainoisiin verrokkeihin, joilla ei ollut univaikeuksia,
ylipainoisilla kroonisista unettomuusoireista kärsivillä miehillä oli korkeampi
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keskivartalon alueen painoindeksi (vartalo ja vatsanseutu, p = 0.048 - 0.004),
vähemmän vapaa-ajan fyysisiä aktiviteetteja (p = 0.003 - 0.001) ja he käyttivät
enemmän tyydyttyneitä rasvoja kokonaisenergian hankinnassa (p = 0.028 0.003). Nämä erot olivat pysyviä vielä BMI:tä, ikää, koulutustaustaa ja
tupakointia koskevien korjausten jälkeen (p = 0.038 - 0.005).
Satunnaistetussa kontrollikokeessa 73 keski-ikäistä suomalaista miestä (94%
ylipainoisia), joilla oli kroonisia unettomuusoireita, osallistui satunnaistetusti
liikuntaryhmään, dieettiryhmään tai kontrolliryhmään. Liikuntaryhmä osallistui kuuden kuukauden pituiseen interventiojaksoon, joka koostui 1-5 liikuntakerrasta viikossa, joista kukin kesti 30 - 60 minuuttiin. Harjoituksen määrä ja
kertojen tiheys yksilöllistettiin osallistujan kunnon mukaan. Dieettiryhmä oli
mukana kuuden kuukauden yksilöllisessä dieettiohjelmassa, jossa neuvonta
tapahtui sekä kasvokkain että netin välityksellä (Mealtracker.fi, Wellness
Foundry Holding Oy, Helsinki, Suomi). Dieettitavoitteena oli 300 – 500 kcal
vähentäminen päivittäisestä energiansaannista ja optimaaliset suhteet dieetin
koostumuksessa energiaa tuottavaa ravintoa vähentämällä ja hivenaineita lisäämällä. Kontrolliryhmää neuvottiin jatkamaan aiempaa elintapaansa. Uniparametrit mitattiin kotona seitsemänä yönä käyttäen sensoria (Piezoelectric bed
sensor, Beddit Pro, Beddit Oy, Espoo, Suomi) ja unipäiväkirjaa. Muita menetelmiä olivat Pohjoismaisen unikyselyn (Basic Nordic Sleep Questionnaire,
BNSQ) mukailtu versio, antropometriset mittaukset, painoindeksi (DXA),
kolmen päivän dieettipäiväkirja, päiväkirja seitsemän päivän fyysisistä aktiviteeteista ja kuntotesti (2 km kävelytesti). Tilastolliset analyysit tehtiin käyttämällä kovarianssianalyysia. Kontrolliryhmään verrattuna liikunta- tai
dieetti-interventio ryhmään kuuluvilla oli lyhyempi nukahtamisaika kuuden
kuukauden kuluttua (p = 0.009 ja 0.001, vastaavasti), ja fyysisesti harjoitelleiden
ryhmässä myös heidän itsensä raportoima nukahtamisvaikeuksien määrä laski
(p = 0.028).
Tämä tutkimus on ensimmäisiä tutkimuksia, joissa on tutkittu käyttäytymistekijöiden vaikutusta ylipainoisilla, joilla on kroonisia unettomuusoireita.
Tutkimus valaisee ylipainoisuuteen liittyvien elintapatekijöiden ja kroonisten
unettomuusoireiden yhteyksiä. Aerobisen liikunnan lisäämisellä ja ruokavaliolla voidaan parantaa unta ja erityisesti nukahtamista. Liikuntaharjoituksien lisäämistä ja dieetti-interventioita tulisikin harkita aina hoidettaessa unettomuutta ylipainoisilla.
Ydinsanat: unettomuus, unettomuusoireet,
ravitsemus, nukahtamisaika, miehet

ylipaino,

liikunta,

dieetti,
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Abstract
Background: Sleep is essential for normal and healthy living. Lack of good quality sleep affects physical, mental
and emotional functions. Currently, the treatments of obesity-related sleep disorders focus more on suppressing
sleep-related symptoms pharmaceutically and are often accompanied by side effects. Thus, there is urgent need for
alternative ways to combat chronic sleep disorders. This study will investigate underlying mechanisms of the effects
of exercise and diet intervention on obesity-related sleep disorders, the role of gut microbiota in relation to poor
quality of sleep and day-time sleepiness, as well as the levels of hormones responsible for sleep-wake cycle
regulation.
Methods/design: Participants consist of 330 (target sample) Finnish men aged 30 to 65 years. Among them, we
attempt to randomize 180 (target sample) with sleep disorders into exercise and diet intervention. After screening
and physician examination, 101 men with sleep disorders are included and are randomly assigned into three
groups: exercise (n = 33), diet (n = 35), and control (n = 33). In addition, we attempt to recruit a target number of
150 healthy men without sleep disorders as the reference group. The exercise group undergoes a six-month
individualized progressive aerobic exercise program based on initial fitness level. The diet group follows a six
month specific individualized diet program. The control group and reference group are asked to maintain their
normal activity and diet during intervention. Measurements are taken before and after the intervention. Primary
outcomes include objective sleep measurements by polysomnography and a home-based non-contact sleep
monitoring system, and subjective sleep evaluation by questionnaires. Secondary outcome measures include
anthropometry, body composition, fitness, sleep disorder-related lifestyle risk factors, composition of gut microbiota
and adipose tissue metabolism, as well as specific hormone and neurotranmitter levels and inflammatory
biomarkers from venous blood samples.
Discussion: It is expected that the improvement of sleep quality after exercise and diet intervention will be evident
both in subjective and objective measures of quality of sleep. Additionally, the change of sleep quality induced by
exercise and diet intervention is expected to be related to the changes in specific hormones and inflammatory
biomarkers, and in the composition of gut microbiota.
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Background
We spend one-third of our lifetime in sleep. Sleep is
absolutely essential for maintaining healthy physical,
mental and emotional functions. Sleep disorder impairs
one’s ability to think quickly, to work efficiently, and to
associate freely, thus making one feel generally ’disconnected’ from the world. In some serious cases, the sleep
disorder-related conditions may lead to serious neurasthenia and depression [1,2]. Obesity is a major risk
factor for sleep disorders, which may cause symptoms
such as obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) [3,4]. OSA has
an estimated prevalence of 2% to 4% among adults aged
30 to 60 years and the proportion is increasing [5,6].
OSA is associated with significant morbidity and mortality
due to accidents, cardiovascular diseases, and stroke [7,8].
In addition, insomnia is a common sleep disorder that
impairs quality of life from both physiological and
psychological aspects, with prevalence range from 10%
to 40% in Western countries [9-11]. Besides insomnia, a
considerable proportion of the general adult population
reports chronic mild to moderate sleep complaints which
result in long-term poor quality of sleep, as well as
increased health care visits [12].
Two thirds of middle-aged sleep apneic men are obese,
and visceral obesity has been observed to be a primary
risk factor for OSA [7]. Obesity reflected by body weight
and body mass index (BMI) is also related to poor
subjective quality of sleep [13] and short sleep duration
[14-18] among adults. A widely supported theory that
obesity induces inflammatory reactions may explain the
association between obesity and sleep disorders [19,20].
Elevated levels of inflammatory biomarkers, such as Creactive protein (CRP) [21,22], interleukin-6 (IL-6) [22,23],
and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha) [24] are
reported among OSA patients. People with non-apneic
sleep disorders also demonstrate changed levels of inflammatory biomarkers [25-27]. Both short or excessive
habitual sleep duration are linked with greater levels of
CRP [25-27], while short sleep duration recoded by
polysomnography (PSG) is related to higher levels of
TNF-alpha [25]. However, it is still unclear whether inflammation causes sleep disorders or vice versa [28-31].
Sleep disorders elevate the risk of obesity by affecting
eating patterns and other lifestyle factors. Short sleep
duration is associated with higher energy intake, mostly
due to increased consumption of saturated fat [32].
Weight loss from three months exercise training or one
year diet control alleviates the symptom of OSA by
lowering the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) [33-35]. The
possible association between weight loss and subjective
quality and quantity of sleep is exhibited in some adult
women [36]. Despite the change of body weight and
BMI, lifestyle intervention through aerobic or resistance
exercise may improve quality of sleep in middle-aged and
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older adults with sleep complaints [9,12]. However, more
clinical trials are needed since very few previous studies
have utilized objective sleep measurements [32,37].
Gut microbiota is suggested to act as an important
factor regulating adipose metabolism, and affecting neurological functions. Animal studies show that gut microbiota
affects energy harvest from diet and energy storage in
the host. The association is reflected by lower metabolic
rate, increased hepatic production of triglycerides, and
promoted storage of triglycerides in adipocytes among
mice with gut microbiota compared with their germ-free
counterparts [38]. In human studies, composition of gut
microbiota shows differences between obese and lean
subjects [39], and certain types of gut microbiota may
independently link to obesity-related metabolic disorder
[40]. Moreover, gut microbiota may be involved in
modulation of both central and peripheral nerve function,
such as the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis
and thus associate with neuropsychiatric conditions
including anxiety, depression, and sleep disorders [41,42].
Composition of gut microbiota can be altered through
long-term dietary intervention [43]; however whether
changing the human intestinal microbiota through lifestyle intervention helps to mediate sleep disorders has
yet to be studied.
Methods/design

The study aims to involve 330 Finnish men aged 30 to
65 years with or without sleep disorders. Participants
are recruited from City of Jyväskylä health care centers
in the Central Finland Health Care District and its
surroundings via doctors’ referral and advertising in
news media and on the internet between 28 April 2011
and 2 April 2013. Among the total 330 target number
of participants, 180 are sleep disordered with OSA or
insomnia (OSA is diagnosed and referred by a sleep
specialist physician at the Central Hospital of Central
Finland prior to the baseline assessments. Insomnia is
reported first by the participants then examined by a
physician prior to other baseline assessments. The definition of insomnia is based on the following symptoms:
recurrent difficulty in falling asleep, too short sleep
duration or poor quality of sleep during the previous
three months [44]). The remaining 150 participants are
healthy men without sleep disorders.
Among the 180 men with sleep disorders, 171 responded to the initial advertisement (response rate: 95%).
A screening interview was carried out for interested
participants who contacted the researchers. The screening
covered the participant’s health and medical conditions
and certain lifestyle factors such as physical activity, type
of employment, and so on. Sixty-six participants did
not meet the inclusion criteria. The remaining 105
participants were invited to the laboratory and evaluated
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by a physician to make sure that they could be included
in the intervention study. The examination by a physician
included cardiac and musculoskeletal status evaluations,
risk evaluation concerning exercise tolerance [45], and
family background-related diseases, through which four
participants were excluded. Thereafter, baseline tests
were performed. Participants with sleep disorders were
randomized into three groups: exercise, diet, and control.
The exercise and diet groups followed a six-month guided
individualized exercise and diet counseling intervention
program respectively, while the control group and reference group members were asked to maintain their current
life habits. Measurements were carried out before and
after intervention, and in addition, some variables were
also measured at the three-month time point.
A target number of 150 healthy participants have been
continuously recruited. All healthy participants in the
initial contact have to pass the same evaluations as their
sleep disordered counterparts. After the baseline assessments, a subgroup of the healthy participants are asked
to participate in the same extensive sleep measurements
and follow-up tests as the apnea group in order to serve
as a reference group (target n = 12).
The trial is registered under www.controlled-trials.
com: ISRCTN77172005. A summary of the study design
is presented in Figure 1.

Hypotheses

1. Physical activity is beneficial in terms of good quality and proper duration of sleep. The levels of melatonin,
cortisol, and neuro-active steroids are modified by physical activity and thereby influence sleep.
2. The amount of micronutrients in the diet, such as
tryptophan and the vitamin Bs, are correlated with
quality and duration of sleep.
3. Six-month guided individualized exercise or diet
counseling intervention can independently alleviate sleep
disorders among adult men with sleep disorders. The
improvement can be observed by changes in duration
of total sleep, duration and proportion of slow-wave
sleep (SWS) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep,
stress reactions based on heart rate variability (HRV)
and AHI (participants with OSA), as well as subjective
sleep measures such as the Epworth Sleepiness Scale
score.
4. Prolonged good quality of sleep after six-month individualized exercise intervention is linked to decreased
oxidative stress that in turn may affect melatonin levels
in the peripheral circulation because indole is rapidly
used to combat free radical damage. Exercise also affects
cortisol and neuro-active steroid levels. The mutual interactions between exercise and these hormonal milieus
are responsible for sleep-wake cycle regulation.
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5. Six-month guided individualized exercise and diet
counseling intervention can improve sleep quality through
modification of gut microbiota composition. The composition of the gut microbial community is host-specific, evolving throughout an individual’s lifetime and
susceptible to both exogenous and endogenous modifications. Hence, the cross-talk between gut hormones
and hypothalamic factors (gut-brain axis) is important
in the regulation of food intake and sleep disorders.
Primary and secondary outcomes
Primary endpoints

Duration and proportion of sleep stages, heart rate, heart
rate variability, respiration and body movements during
sleep, and AHI (PSG for participants with OSA;pressure
sensor measurement for both OSA and other participants)
Subjective measures of duration and quality of sleep
(Nordic sleep disorder questionnaire, Epworth Sleepiness
Scale, seven-day sleep diary)
Lifestyle risk clusters related to sleep disorders (healthy
versus sleep disordered patients)
Secondary endpoints

Anthropometry (body weight and height; waist, hip, chest
and neck circumferences)
Blood pressure
Body composition (dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry
and bioimpedance)
Fitness (2 km walking test, three-minute step test)
Composition of gut microbes (fecal sample)
Subcutaneous adipose tissue metabolism (total RNA)
Venous blood samples (total cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol, triglycerides, glucose, insulin, histamine, tryptophan, melatonin, cortisol, adrenalin, leptin,
adiponectin, neuro-active steroids, fatty acids, B vitamins,
fatty acid profile, and inflammatory variables such as CRP,
IL-6, TNF-alpha, and so on)
Participants

Participants in this study consist of a target sample of
330 Finnish men aged 30 to 65 years.
Participants with sleep disorders: a target number of
180 men with sleep disorders are to be randomized into
exercise or diet intervention groups. After screening and
physician examination, 35 men with diagnosed mild to
moderate OSA and 66 with insomnia confirmed by a
physician have been included.
Inclusion criteria for apnea and insomnia patient
groups:
 Men in an age range of 30 to 65 years
 Occasionally physically active or sedentary (regular

leisure-time exercise ≤ two times per week and ≤ 45
minutes per session)
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Recruitment
Reference group
Sleep disorders group
Men aged 30-65 yrs old, healthy,
Men aged 30-65 yrs old, with OSA
without OSA and insomnia
or insomnia
Target number 150
Target number 180
Meet the inclusion criteria
n=101
Apnea n=35 (BMI>25)
Insomnia n=66 (BMI<25 n=16, BMI>25 n=50)

Recruitment ongoing
Target number 150

Baseline measurements
Health, sleep and lifestyle questionnaires
Body composition
Food diary
Physical activity
Fitness tests
Objective sleep measurements at home
Blood sample tests
Fecal sample tests
Adipose tissue sample tests
Outcomes of objective 1 & 2

B
Randomization

Diet
Apnea n=12
Insomnia n=23
Total 35

Exercise
Apnea n=11
Insomnia n=22
Total 33

Control
Apnea n=12
Insomnia n=21
Total 33

Healthy reference
subgroup
Target n=12

Baseline measurements
Individualized
progressive aerobictype exercise
controlled by heart
rate monitor and
exercise supervisor

Individualized diet
counseling by
nutritionist with
adjusted energy
intake composition

Continue with their lifestyle as before enter to
study

3-month intermediate measurements
6-month measurements
(same as in the baseline measurements)
Completed n=29

Completed n=31

Completed n=30

Target n=12

Outcomes of objectives 3-5

Figure 1 Flow diagram of the study design. (A) study design summary of objectives 1 and 2; (B) study design summary of objectives 3 to 5.

 Report recurrent difficulty in falling asleep, too short

sleep duration or poor quality of sleep during past
two months, or with mild to moderate OSA (AHI 5
to 30/hour) with or without continuous positive
airway pressure (CPAP) treatment. If under
treatment, nasal CPAP for a minimum period of six
months prior to the baseline measurements, with a
minimum adherence to CPAP therapy for four
hours per night

 Relatively healthy (free from cardiovascular

comorbidities)
Exclusion criteria:
 Diseases and medications related to: insulin

dependent diabetes mellitus, Crohn’s disease,
sarcoidosis, celiac disease, thyroid, liver and severe
heart diseases, chronic diarrhea, ulcerative colitis,
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rheumatoid arthritis, severe osteoarthritis, systemic
lupus erythematosus, and cancer during the past
three years
Currently taking a special diet (such as a very low
calorie diet)
Other diagnosed sleep disorders (such as narcolepsy)
Shift workers (working during the night)
Reported cognitive impairment
Using antibiotics during the previous three months
History of eating disorders
Participants using CPAP, professional drivers and
other professions that are at risk of accidents due to
discontinuation in CPAP treatment
Not suitable for the study by a physician’s evaluation

Healthy participants: a target number of 150 healthy
men without sleep disorders are intended to be recruited
as the reference group. Sixty-three overweight/obese
(BMI from >25 to <38) and 44 normal body weight
(BMI <25) men with no diseases and taking no medications have been included so far.
Inclusion criteria for reference (healthy men) group:
 Men in an age range of 30 to 65 years
 No chronic sleep disorders and taking no

medications related to sleep disorders
 No disease and medications during past one year
 Relatively healthy (free from cardiovascular

comorbidities)
Exclusion criteria for reference (healthy men) group
are the same as for the patient group.
Randomization

The apnea and insomnia patients are randomized into the
following groups using case-matched computer-generated
random number according the participants enrollment
order:
Exercise intervention group, n = 33 (apnea = 11 and
insomnia = 22)
Diet intervention group, n = 35 (apnea = 12 and insomnia = 23)
Control group, n = 33 (apnea = 12 and insomnia = 21).
Exercise intervention

In this study, exercises are selected as a combination of
Nordic walking, stretching, strength, and relaxation. An
individual progressive exercise program, based on the
fitness test result at the baseline, is set up in a wrist
computer (M5, Suunto Oy, Valimontie 7, 01510 Vantaa,
Finland). The exercise is supervised by a specialized
trainer once a week and the participants follow the
guided exercise program three to five times per week, 30
to 60 minutes per session, at the level of 60 to 75% of
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the maximum heart rate. The participants transfer their
exercise data to the study server via the internet. The
participants’ performance is checked and their exercise
program updated once a month by the trainer. Each
participant has an individual account which is only accessible by him and by the coordinator and researchers
of the study. The guided individualized exercise training
program is planned to last for six months (26 weeks).
Diet intervention

Specific individualized diet programs are developed after
baseline assessments of each participant’s current dietary
intakes (based on three-day food diary) and body weight.
Dietary suggestions are given to each individual through
group and individual face-to-face counseling during the
intervention. The suggested diet contains energy of 40%
carbohydrate with < 5% sucrose, 40% fat (saturated fatty
acid (SAFA) 10%, monounsaturated fatty acid (MUFA)
15– to 20%, polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) 10%)
and 20% protein. In addition, a rich source of vitamins
and other micronutrients such as calcium, magnesium,
potassium, folate, pyridoxine, cobalamin and choline is
also recommended in the guidance. Overweight/obese
participants are advised to moderately reduce their
total energy intake (by 300 to 500 kcal per day for the
first three months) with guidance on the proportion of
macronutrients to be consumed. The target is to reduce
body weight by 3 kg in the first three months of the
intervention. After this period, the participants are advised to maintain their achieved body weight reduction,
and continue to gradually reduce their body weight
towards normal levels, with a target of a 10% reduction
from their initial body weight. Participants with normal
weight are advised to maintain their body weight.
Diet intervention is controlled by various methods. An
online nutritional counseling service (MealTracker) is
used in this study. Participants are asked to send photos
of all food intakes during one day to the service 1 to 2
days a week (randomly selected by researcher). The
photos are sent by cellphone (mobile application) or computer (MealTracker website, www2.mealtracker.fi). The
study nutritionist analyzes dietary composition through
the photos uploaded and gives feedback via text messages
or E-mail to each participant weekly during the first
month, and monthly during the rest of intervention.
Each participant has an individual account on the server
which was only accessible by himself, nutritionists, and
researchers of the study. Food diary information is also
collected at the three-month time point in order to give
more dietary suggestions. Moreover, there are two opportunities for each participant in the dietary intervention
group to attend cooking lessons. The cooking lessons are
held during the first and second three months of the intervention, respectively. Each time, five or six participants are
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taught by the nutritionist to cook food that meets the
nutritional criteria of this study, and to exchange dietary
information.
Control group

The control group members are asked to maintain their
normal activity and diet during the intervention. After
the intervention has finished, they are provided with the
opportunity of taking three months simultaneous exercise and dietary counseling following the same protocol
as the intervention groups.
Study examinations

All the measurements are carried out before and after
six months intervention at the Laboratory of Sport and
Health Sciences, University of Jyväskylä. In addition, sleep
questionnaire and fitness measurements are also carried
out at three months. The measurements are listed below.
Background information regarding lifestyle as well as
medical history is collected by questionnaire. Data gathered from eligible participants is used to describe the
study populations. Data on self-evaluation of sleep disorders is collected by using the Nordic sleep disorder
questionnaire, Epworth Sleepiness Scale as well as a
sleep diary [46,47]. Daily physical activities are recorded
before, during and after intervention up to seven days
for type and duration of all physical activities.
A three-day food diary (two working days and one
weekend day) is recorded by all participants. The diary
includes type and estimated amount of all food and
drink intake during each day. The food records contain
time of eating, items and portion of food. Details of all
foodstuffs, dishes and drinks including the type and
commercial brand name were filled in the records. All
the food consumption data are coded into a nutrition
program. The mean daily food consumption by main
groups and the energy and nutrient intakes are calculated
using a Micro-Nutrica software PCprogram developed
and maintained by the Research Center of the Social
Insurance Institution, Finland (Nordenskiöldinkatu 12,
00250 Helsinki, Finland) [48]. The Micro-Nutrica database
contains 66 dietary factors, 680 different food items, and
about 640 dishes commonly consumed in Finland.
Health condition examination: a physician examines
the physical condition of participants and checks their
health history and medications to ensure they meet the
inclusion criteria for the study.
Anthropometry and body composition assessments:
height and weight are measured and used to determine
body mass index (BMI, weight(kg)/height2(m)). Chest,
waist, hip and neck circumference are measured by
using a measuring tape in the conventional way. Blood
pressure is measured after five minutes rest. Lean mass,
fat mass and bone mass of the whole body are assessed
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by using dual-energy X-ray densitometry (DXA Prodigy,
GE Lunar, OH, USA).
Venous blood samples are taken in standardized
fasting conditions in the morning between 7 and 9 am.
Serum samples are kept frozen at −80°C until assayed.
Biochemical assessments include total cholesterol, HDLcholesterol, LDL-cholesterol, triglycerides, glucose, insulin,
histamine, tryptophan, melatonin, cortisol, adrenalin,
leptin, adiponectin, neuro-active steroids, fatty acids, B
vitamins and hormones.
Fecal samples are collected by participants at home
with tools provided by the study group, under detailed
instruction. The samples are stored at −20°C after collection until assayed. The composition of microbiota is
measured by using 16S rRNA-hybridization and DNAstaining.
Subcutaneous adipose tissue samples are taken from
a subgroup at the waist by a physician. Total RNA is
extracted by using the Trizol method (Life Technologies
Corporation, 5791 Van Allen Way, Carlsbad, CA 92008,
USA). Reverse transcription reaction followed by real-time
PCR with gene-specific primer sequences is carried out.
Fitness test: two types of fitness tests are performed:
UKK 2 km Walk Test and YMCA Step Test, with a onehour rest between the two tests. The UKK Walk Test is
performed by walking two kilometers as fast as possible
on a flat surface [49]. The result is recorded as a fitness
index. This index is used to determine the individualized
exercise program for those in the exercise group. Both
tests are safe for obese people and well represent their
fitness level.
Polysomnography (PSG measurements including, for
example, EEG, EOG, EMG, movement, ECG and transcutaneous carbon dioxide) is used to evaluate sleep
stages and quality, including the non-rapid eye movement
(NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep in all
OSA participants in their homes. In addition, seven-night
sleep measurements both before and after intervention are
taken for all participants by using a non-contact sleep
monitoring system at their homes (Beddit sleep tracker,
Beddit.com Oy, Kimmeltie 3, 02110 Espoo, Finland) [50].
The measurement records are sent automatically to
the Beddit server via the internet, where sleep analyses
including sleep stages, HRV and stress reactions are
carried out simultaneously. The possible conditions
which may affect the measurement, such as children
and pets in the bedroom are recorded in the sleep
diary. A research assistant visits each participant’s home
to set up the system before measurements start.
OSA patients using nasal CPAP are required to stop
the treatment for seven days before the PSG sleep measurement. After the baseline measurement, all the patients
can continue their regular CPAP therapy for the next
six months. After six months of nasal CPAP therapy
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and intervention, all the patients again stop using their
CPAP for seven days before the follow-up PSG measurement. Stopping using CPAP treatment for seven days has
no risk for mild and moderate OSA patients, and this is
ensured by the physicians who have sufficient experience
of OSA treatments and research. Moreover, if the participant experiences intense tiredness due to the discontinuation of CPAP, the PSG measurement is arranged after
a shorter discontinuation period.

Discussion
Currently there is a lack of evidence regarding the associations between lifestyle, metabolism, and sleep. This
study focuses on middle-aged men with two different
sleep disorders; OSA and insomnia. Through a six-month
intervention with either aerobic exercise or optimized diet,
results from a range of sleep assessments will provide a
clear information about differences in sleep duration,
sleep stages, and quality of sleep among the different
groups. A comparison between subjective sleep evaluation
and objective sleep measurement results among sleep
disordered men will also be possible with the data from
this study. Variables in the physiological dimension are
important references for explaining mechanisms behind
sleep and lifestyle. Measurements of neurotransmitters,
gut microbiota composition, and adipose tissue characteristics before and after intervention in this trial may
strengthen evidence for links between lipid metabolism
and sleep outcomes, or find new associations in related
fields.
Comparing the participants who have sleep disorders
to their healthy counterparts will allow us to find out
which lifestyle risk factors are associated with sleep quality and duration. The detailed information collected in
this study regarding levels of physical activity and different composition of food intakes and micronutrients will
be used to test our hypotheses 1 and 2. This information
can be used for diagnosing risk factors and developing
healthcare guidance related to sleep disorders.
In this study we applied modern technology combined
with socio-psychological support and self-commitment to
ensure the participants’ compliance during the intervention. The online exercise diary service and remote food
analysis and counseling have been rarely, if ever, used in
previous studies and thus may enhance the efficacy and
reliability of the intervention. We believe that allowing
participants to monitor their progress more effectively
could be a potent tool in helping them to change inactive
and unhealthy lifestyles.
The current burden of sleep disorders is associated
with sedentary lifestyles and unhealthy diets [37,51]. In
Finland, great effort has been made to use exercise and
dietary intervention to prevent chronic disease clusters
and reduce the related socio-economic burden, such as
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in the context of cardiovascular disease [52]. This study
is expected to provide abundant experimental and crosssectional results, which may shed light on many aspects
of sleep and metabolism and the interaction between
the two.
Ethical and data protection issues

The study is approved by the Ethic Committee of the
Central Finland Health Care District (7/2011 OTE).
Participants in this study are volunteers. None of the measurements are known to entail any significant health risk.
The study has its own physician to ensure the eligibility
and safety of participants. All data are handled and archived confidentially and are registered with the Finnish
National Data Protection Ombudsman. The benefits and
associated risks of the study are carefully explained and
the voluntary nature of the participation is emphasized.
Informed consent is obtained from all participants prior
the baseline measurements. If the participant agreed to
participate, a copy of the signed consent form is kept in
his records.
Trial status

Participant recruitment for intervention started in April
2011. Baseline measurements were taken between June
and December 2011, and all six-month exercise and diet
interventions with follow-up measurements for the
intervention groups were completed by July 2012. Participants in the control group who attended the extra
three-month exercise plus diet intervention finished
the follow-up measurements by January 2013. Feedback
meetings for participants have been held twice to explain
the preliminary results of their health and sleep quality
after the completion of intervention. Biomarker assays
of the study are continuously under analyses. The recruitment of the healthy reference group started from
June 2012 and will be completed by April 2013. Feedback for the healthy participants is planned to be given
during June and July 2013.
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SUMMARY

This cross-sectional study aimed to investigate whether body fat
distribution, physical activity levels and dietary intakes are associated
with insomnia and/or obstructive sleep apnea among overweight middleaged men. Participants were 211 Finnish men aged 30–65 years.
Among the 163 overweight or obese participants, 40 had insomnia only,
23 had obstructive sleep apnea only, 24 had comorbid insomnia and
obstructive sleep apnea and 76 were without sleep disorder. The
remaining 48 participants had normal weight without sleep disorder. Fat
mass, levels of physical activity and diet were assessed by dual-energy
X-ray densitometry, physical activity questionnaire and 3-day food diary,
respectively. Among the overweight participants, we found that: (i)
groups with sleep disorders had higher fat mass in trunk and android
regions than the group without sleep disorder (P = 0.048–0.004); (ii) the
insomnia-only group showed a lower level of leisure-time physical activity
(436.9 versus 986.5 MET min week1, P = 0.009) and higher intake of
saturated fatty acids (14.8 versus 12.7 E%, P = 0.011) than the group
without sleep disorder; and (iii) the comorbid group had a lower level of
leisure-time physical activity (344.4 versus 986.5 MET min week1,
P = 0.007) and lower folate intake (118.9 versus 152.1 lg, P = 0.002)
than the group without sleep disorder, which were independent of body
mass index. The results suggest that central obesity is associated with
insomnia and/or obstructive sleep apnea. In addition, low levels of
leisure-time physical activity and poor dietary intakes are related to
insomnia or comorbid insomnia and obstructive sleep apnea among
overweight men.

INTRODUCTION
Sleep disorders such as insomnia and obstructive sleep
apnea (OSA) have become a signiﬁcant health issue worldwide. The prevalence of insomnia has been estimated as
6–7% among the US and European populations (Ohayon,
2002; Wittchen et al., 2011), while more than 30% of the
population may suffer at least one symptom related to
insomnia (Ohayon, 2002). In Finland, the prevalence of
diagnosed insomnia is 11.7%, which is 1.5–2 times higher
ª 2015 European Sleep Research Society

than other European countries (Ohayon and Partinen, 2002).
OSA is another sleep disorder with increasing prevalence,
which affects 3–17% American adults in different age and
gender groups, and is most observed commonly among men
from middle to old age (Peppard et al., 2013). The prevalence of OSA is approximately 8% among Finnish population
(Kronholm et al., 2009). Insomnia and OSA also often exist
as comorbidity (Luyster et al., 2010).
An increasing number of studies have shown the association between obesity and sleep disorders. One study
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suggests that obese individuals are 50% more likely to suffer
insomnia than participants of normal weight, thus obesity is
regarded as a risk factor for insomnia (Singareddy et al.,
2012). The association between obesity and OSA is more
widely recognized (Punjabi, 2008). More than two-thirds of
individuals with OSA are obese (Punjabi, 2008; Vgontzas
et al., 2000), and 25% of overweight adults with body mass
index (BMI) of between 25 and 28 have at least mild OSA
(Romero-Corral et al., 2010). In addition, the link between fat
distribution and OSA severity has been noted; there is an
association between abdominal fat volume and apnea–
€fer
hypopnea index (AHI) (Pillar and Shehadeh, 2008; Scha
et al., 2002). However, whether or not central obesity is
associated with insomnia is unclear.
It is widely accepted that obesity is associated largely with
behavioural factors, such as a low level of physical activity,
poor-quality diet and an imbalance between energy intake and
expenditure (Hamilton et al., 2007; Swinburn et al., 2004).
There is accumulating evidence for a link between the abovementioned behavioural factors and sleep disorders. A low
level of physical activity is associated with both insomnia
(Paparrigopoulos et al., 2010) and sleep-disordered breathing (Vasquez et al., 2008). However, studies regarding the
relationship between patterns of physical activity and sleep
disorders are scarce. The relationship between nutrition and
sleep disorders also represents an important issue, but has
been understudied (Partinen, 2009). In addition, alongside the
high prevalence of OSA and impaired sleep quality among
overweight individuals, few studies have concerned sleep
disorders within the overweight population. We assumed that
overweight middle-aged men with insomnia and/or OSA had
higher fat mass in the central body area, a lower level of
physical activity and poorer diet, compared to normal or
overweight middle-aged men without sleep disorder.
METHODS
Participants
This is an exploratory ancillary study, based on the baseline
data of a randomized controlled lifestyle intervention trial for

Men with insomnia complaints (n =133)
Central Finland health care district/
advertisement on radio and internet

middle-aged men with sleep disorders (the MOTOSD study,
ISRCTN77172005) (Tan et al., 2013). Participants for this
study comprised a total of 211 Finnish men aged 30–
€skyla
€ and its
65 years who resided in the city of Jyva
surroundings with a population of 150 000 inhabitants. They
were recruited voluntarily. The recruitment process is shown
in Fig. 1.
There were ﬁve study groups. (i) Participants with insomnia
ﬁrst reported insomnia complaints through local public health
care centres, the outpatient clinic of the local hospital or
through advertising on radio news media and the internet.
They were then invited to answer a sleep disorder screening
questionnaire [the Vitalmed sleep questionnaire, which
included all the questions in the Basic Nordic Sleep Questionnaire (Partinen and Gislason, 1995) and the Epworth
Sleepiness Scale (ESS) (Johns, 1991)]. On the basis of their
answers, insomnia was classiﬁed if the predominant complaints were difﬁculty in initiating and/or maintaining sleep
and/or non-restorative sleep, and the sleep complaints had
lasted for at least 1 month during the last 3 months (APA,
2000). (ii) Participants with OSA were recruited from the
outpatient pool of the Central Finland Health Care District.
OSA patients who had relevant medical history during the
past 2 years with 5≤AHI<30 were invited. OSA was diagnosed by a physician specialized in respiratory diseases and
sleep medicine, according to one overnight home-based
ambulatory Level III polysomnography (PSG) test (Embletta;
Embla Systems, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) and the
Vitalmed sleep questionnaire. The diagnoses were based
on the following criteria: an AHI of 5 or greater with excessive
daytime sleepiness or an AHI of 15 or greater, regardless of
associated symptoms (American Academy of Sleep Medicine
Task Force, 1999). Excessive daytime sleepiness was
assessed by ESS in the Vitalmed Sleep Questionnaire;
participants with 5≤AHI<15 and an ESS score of more than
10 were included. The average AHI of the 35 participants
diagnosed with OSA was 20.6 [95% conﬁdence interval (CI):
14.3–26.9]. Thirteen participants were undertaking continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) treatment by the time of
recruitment. (iii) The comorbid insomnia and OSA groups
were combined in two parts. First, participants with

Men with OSA (n =38)
Central Finland health care district

Excluded (n = 81)
Not meet insomnia diagnosis criteria (n = 56)
Diseases/other sleep disorder than insomnia and OSA (n = 23)
BMI < 25.0 (n = 2)

Excluded (n = 3)
Diseases (n = 3)

Overweight men with insomnia or/and OSA (n = 87)

OSA only (n = 23)

Insomnia only (n = 40)

Comorbid insomnia and OSA (n = 24)

Men without sleep disorder (n =150)
Advertisement on radio and internet

Excluded (n = 26)
Diseases or health condition (n = 21)
Age < 30 or > 65 (n = 5)

Men without sleep disorder (n = 124)

Normal weight (n = 48)

Overweight/obese (n =76)

Figure 1. Flow Diagram of Study Enrollment.
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Factors for insomnia and/or OSA
diagnosed OSA who also fulﬁlled the insomnia diagnosis
criteria by sleep disorders screening questionnaire (n = 6)
were included. Then, participants with insomnia who fulﬁlled
suspected OSA criteria of the sleep disorders screening
questionnaire and had an ESS score of more than 10
(n = 18) were also included. The criteria for suspected OSA
in the sleep disorders screening questionnaire were: snoring
at least 3 nights per week, with the snores at least steady
and loud; or noticed by the partner as having breath
interruptions during sleep at least 1 night per week; or
irregularly noticed by the partner as having breath interruptions during sleep, and sleep suspended at least twice per
night; or snoring irregularly during sleep, and sleep suspended at least three times per night for at least 3 nights per
week. The AHI levels of the six participants extracted from
the diagnosed OSA patients did not differ signiﬁcantly from
the remaining patients in the OSA group. (iv, v) Participants
without sleep disorders were recruited through advertising on
radio news media and the internet for a physical activity, diet
and nutrition education programme of the MOTOSD study.
They did not have any reported long-term (more than
1 month) sleep complaint, nor did they have any diagnosed
sleep disorder, according to their medical history.
Medical and family health histories of all participants were
examined by a physician. Participants with major psychiatric
illnesses, alcoholism, diabetes mellitus, Crohn’s disease,
sarcoidosis, coeliac disease, thyroid, liver and severe heart
diseases, chronic diarrhoea, ulcerative colitis, rheumatoid
arthritis, severe osteoarthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus,
cancer, chronic pain conditions, other sleep disorder than
insomnia and OSA and current or regular use of sedatives,
hypnotics and painkillers were excluded.
Finally, among 163 overweight or obese [body mass index
(BMI) = 25.0–42.9] participants, there were 23 OSA only, 40
insomnia only (INS), 24 comorbid insomnia and OSA (COM)
and 76 free from any sleep disorder (HOW). The remaining
48 participants had normal weight (BMI = 21.0–24.9) without
any diagnosed sleep disorder (HNW). Informed consent was
obtained from all participants prior to the study. The study
was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Health Care
District of Central Finland.
Measurements
Background information and anthropometric measurements
Age, education, smoking habits and self-rated health status
were obtained through the health history questionnaire. All
anthropometric measurements were performed after overnight fasting (12 h). Height was measured using a ﬁxed wallscale device to the nearest 0.1 cm. Weight was determined
to the nearest 0.1 kg using an electronic scale, calibrated
before each measurement session. BMI was calculated as
weight (kg) per height2 (m2). Chest, waist, hip and neck
circumferences were determined using a measuring tape in
the conventional manner to the nearest 0.1 cm.
ª 2015 European Sleep Research Society
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Fat mass assessment
Fat mass of the whole body and different body sections (arm,
trunk, leg, android and gynoid) were assessed by using dualenergy X-ray densitometry (DXA; Prodigy, GE Lunar, Madison, WI, USA). Validation studies of DXA against computed
tomography have shown high reliability of the method in
assessing abdominal fat mass (n = 75, R = 0.97) (Glickman
et al., 2004) and leg fat mass (n = 18 and 34, R = 0.93 and
0.94) (Bredella et al., 2010). Body fat percentage was
calculated based on fat mass (kg) per total body weight (kg).
Physical activity assessment
A self-administrated physical activity questionnaire was used
to evaluate levels of physical activities. The questionnaire
recorded the participant’s physical activity level during leisure
time, commuting and household tasks. Working duration per
workday was also recorded. For instance, leisure-time
physical activity (LTPA) included outdoor and indoor physical
exercise and other physically active leisure-time tasks, such
as yard work, but indoor household tasks such as cleaning
and cooking were not included. Considering the drastic
climatic differences between seasons in the study region,
which might affect the choice of exercise activity and means
of transportation, LTPA and commuting physical activity
information was solicited separately for the summer (April–
September) and winter (October–March) half-years. For each
half-year, the questionnaire asked for the two types of most
frequently performed LTPA, together with the duration of
each session and the number of sessions each week. Means
of commuting were listed as walking, cycling, driving a car or
another mode of transport, each followed by time duration per
workday. For household tasks, total time duration per week
was requested.
The amount of physical activity was then determined by
metabolic equivalent (MET) multiplied by time duration in min
per week (MET min week1]. One MET is approximately
3.5 mL oxygen consumption per kg body weight per min, or
1 kcal energy consumption per kg body weight per hour
(Ainsworth et al., 2011). METs of all events recorded in
LTPA, commuting physical activity and household tasks were
referenced to the 2011 Compendium of Physical Activities
(Ainsworth et al., 2011). For activities with a wide range of
activity intensity or for which the intensity level could not be
determined, the METs of the general or moderate level were
applied. Physical activity levels for the different types of
physical activity were calculated as:
hX
LTPA level ðMET min week1 Þ ¼
ðMET
S1S2
 duration  frequencyÞ
X
ðMET  duration
þ
W1W2
i
 frequencyÞ =2
where S1–S2 = the two LTPA events in summer half-year,
W1–W2 = the two LTPA events in the winter half-year,
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duration = min per session and frequency = times per
week.
Commuting physical activity level ðMET min week1 Þ
hX
ðMET  duration
¼
S1Sn
X
 frequencyÞ þ
W1Wn
ðMET  duration
i
 frequencyÞ =2
where S1–Sn = the ways of commuting in the summer halfyear, W1–Wn = the ways of commuting in the winter halfyear, duration = min per workday and frequency = number of
workdays per week.
Household physical activity level ðMET min week1 Þ
¼ MET  duration
where MET = 3.5 and duration = total min of household
physical activities per week (Ainsworth et al., 2011).
Physical activity level assessed by the questionnaire had
been validated against activity energy expenditure estimated
through doubly labelled water and indirect calorimetry
€lgyi et al., 2011). In addition, physical
(n = 17, R = 0.651) (Vo
inactivity information was obtained from the physical activity
questionnaire, which involved recording total sedentary
(sitting) hours per day, sedentary hours in work per workday
and total lying down hours per day.
Dietary intake assessment
All food consumption data were analysed from a 3-day food
diary and detailed information was reported elsewhere (Tan
et al., 2013). Brieﬂy, a food diary was kept for a period
including 2 working days and 1 weekend day. The diary
included the name and estimated amount of all food and
drink consumed during each day. The Micro-Nutrica PC
program was used to estimate the nutrient intakes, as well as
the proportions in total energy intake of energy-yielding
nutrients (E%) (Rastas et al., 1997). The Nutrica database of
foodstuffs and their nutrient content have been updated with
new products and brand names used by the participants.
Data of non-energy yielding nutrients are shown after
adjustment to a standard 1000 kcal energy intake, in order
to eliminate the inﬂuence of differences in total consumption
between individuals.

Statistical analysis
IBM SPSS statistics version 22 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA)
was used to perform statistical analysis. All data were
checked for normality by Shapiro–Wilk’s W-test and for
homogeneity by Levene’s test before each analysis. Natural
logarithm transformations were performed on non-normally

distributed data. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
followed by Sidak multiple comparison tests were used to
estimate the between-group differences of continuous variables. The generalized estimating equation was used to
estimate the between-group differences of categorical variables. In addition, one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
adjusted for BMI, and BMI, age, education level and smoking
habit were carried out on selected continuous variables,
respectively. Pairwise differences were checked further by
Sidak multiple comparison tests. A P-value <0.05 was set as
signiﬁcant in all tests.
RESULTS
General characteristics of study participants are shown in
Table 1. There were no signiﬁcant differences in age and
height between the groups. The HNW group differed significantly in most of the anthropometric and body compositional
outcomes from other groups. Compared to HOW, all groups
with sleep disorder showed higher chest and waist circumferences, fat mass of trunk and android regions (P = 0.048 to
<0.001); groups with OSA showed higher weight and BMI
(P ≤ 0.001); COM also showed higher fat mass (P = 0.039).
No difference in fat mass percentage was found among the
HOW and sleep-disordered groups. The HNW group had a
higher tertiary education rate than the HOW and COM groups
(P = 0.012 and 0.030, respectively) and lower smoking rate
than the HOW and INS groups (P = 0.031 and 0.015,
respectively). Moreover, self-rated health condition differed
signiﬁcantly among HNW, HOW and groups with sleep
disorder (P = 0.013 to <0.001). More than 70% of the HNW
participants considered their health status as ‘good’; however, the rate was gradually lowered through the HOW, OSA
and INS groups, and showed the lowest rate as 0% in the
COM group. On the contrary, more than half the participants
in the COM group considered their health status as ‘poor’,
while among the HNW group this rate was 6.3%.
Table 2 shows the levels of physical activity among the
study groups. The HNW group had a signiﬁcantly higher level
of LTPA compared to the INS and COM groups (both
P < 0.001), but not to the HOW and OSA groups. HOW also
had a higher LTPA level than the INS and COM groups
(P = 0.003 and 0.001, respectively), but not than the OSA
group. No between-group difference was found among levels
of commute physical activities and household physical
activities, as well as daily sedentary time, lying down time
and work time durations.
Proportions of energy-yielding nutrients (E%) in total
energy intake are shown in Table 3. All groups with sleep
disorder had a lower E% of carbohydrates than HNW
(P = 0.012 to <0.001); INS also had a lower carbohydrate
E% than HOW (P = 0.008). Compared to HNW and HOW, a
higher E% of total fat was found in INS (P = 0.001 and 0.003,
respectively), and a higher E% of saturated fatty acids (SFA)
was found in both the INS and COM groups (P = 0.028–
0.007). The E% of protein did not differ among the groups.
ª 2015 European Sleep Research Society
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50.9 (6.8)
178.5 (6.1)
74.5 (5.7)
23.4 (1.1)
96.4 (4.1)
87.4 (5.2)
56.1 (4.6)
16.1 (4.1)
21.4 (4.1)
1.5 (0.4)
4.9 (1.3)
9.1 (2.8)
1.7 (0.5)
2.8 (0.7)
97.9/2.1
93.8/6.2
70.8/22.9/6.3

HNW (n = 48)
Mean (SD)
50.4 (7.0)
177.3 (6.0)
88.5 (9.1)a
28.2 (2.6)a
104.9 (6.7)a
98.0 (7.6)a
60.3 (6.5)a
25.8 (6.2)a
28.4 (5.3)a
2.4 (0.7)a
6.9 (1.9)a
15.8 (4.3)a
2.9 (0.9)a
3.9 (0.9)a
86.8/13.2a
81.6/18.4a
43.4/40.8/15.8a

HOW (n = 76)
Mean (SD)
52.5 (8.0)
179.8 (7.1)
100.4 (14.8)a,b
31.0 (3.9)a,b
113.4 (7.6)a,b
110.4 (9.0)a,b
66.5 (6.9)a,b
30.4 (9.1)a
29.7 (5.7)a
2.6 (0.9)a
7.2 (2.4)a
19.7 (6.0)a,b
3.7 (1.1)a,b
4.2 (1.4)a
91.3/8.7
82.6/17.4
39.1/21.7/39.1a

OSA (n = 23)
Mean (SD)
49.4 (10.0)
179.4 (5.9)
94.0 (11.6)a
29.6 (3.5)a
109.5 (9.2)a,b
106.5 (10.2)a,b
63.1 (7.2)a
29.1 (8.6)a
30.0 (5.0)a
2.5 (1.0)a
7.2 (2.2)a
18.5 (5.9)a,b
3.5 (1.2)a,b
4.2 (1.2)a
95.0/5.0
75.0/25.0a
17.5/40.0/42.5a,b

INS (n = 40)
Mean (SD)

51.3 (9.2)
178.0 (4.5)
99.2 (16.2)a,b
31.3 (5.0)a,b
111.6 (9.0)a,b
111.4 (14.7)a,b
65.0 (6.5)a,b
30.9 (10.8)a,b
30.4 (6.1)a
2.7 (1.1)a
7.6 (2.9)a
19.7 (7.1)a,b
3.8 (1.4)a,b
4.3 (1.6)a
80.0/20.0a
76.0/24.0
0.0/48.0/52.0a,b,c

COM (N = 24)
Mean (SD)

HNW, healthy normal weight; HOW, overweight or obese otherwise healthy; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; INS, insomnia; COM, comorbid insomnia and obstructive sleep apnea; SD,
standard deviation.
P-values reﬂect appropriate test of signiﬁcance (one-way analysis of variance followed by Sidak post-hoc comparison tests for continuous variables and generalized estimating equation for
categorical variables).
a
P < 0.05 versus HNW; bP < 0.05 versus HOW; cP < 0.05 versus OSA.

Age (years)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
BMI
Chest circumference (cm)
Waist circumference (cm)
Lean mass (kg)
Fat mass (kg)
Fat mass percentage (%)
Fat mass arms (kg)
Fat mass legs (kg)
Fat mass trunk (kg)
Fat mass android region (kg)
Fat mass gynoid region (kg)
Education (tertiary/non-tertiary, %)
Smoking (no/yes, %)
Self-rated health status
(good/average/poor, %)

Table 1 Descriptive statistics by study groups

Factors for insomnia and/or OSA
5

HNW, healthy normal weight; HOW, overweight or obese otherwise healthy; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; INS, insomnia; COM, comorbid insomnia and OSA; LTPA, leisure-time physical
activity; MET, metabolic equivalent; CI, conﬁdence interval.
P-values reﬂect signiﬁcance tested by one-way analysis of variance followed by Sidak post-hoc comparisons tests.
a
P < 0.05 versus HNW; bP < 0.05 versus HOW.
*P-values for natural log-transformed results.
†
HNW = 42; HOW = 59; OSA = 21; INS = 34; COM = 21.
‡
HNW = 46; HOW = 66; OSA = 23; INS = 36; COM = 21.

7.4 (6.2, 8.6)
8.1 (7.5, 8.6)
8.8 (8.3, 9.3)
8.9 (8.0, 9.8)
8.4 (7.9, 8.8)
8.5 (8.2, 8.9)
8.6 (6.7, 10.5)
8.1 (7.4, 8.9)
8.3 (7.8, 8.9)
7.2 (6.5, 7.9)
8.4 (8.1, 8.7)
8.4 (8.1, 8.7)
7.9 (7.0, 8.9)
8.4 (8.1, 8.7)
8.3 (8.0, 8.6)

495.0 (345.3, 644.7)
387.9 (277.6, 498.2)
500.3 (358.6, 642.1)
486.0 (402.6, 569.4)
525.0 (427.5, 622.5)

344.4 (185.6, 503.1)a,b
675.5 (447.9, 903.1)
436.9 (280.9, 592.9)a,b
493.3 (351.8, 634.8)
689.5 (369.0, 1009.9)
772.4 (478.2, 1066.6)
986.5 (767.6, 1205.5)
652.5 (522.5, 782.5)

LTPA (MET min week1)*
Commute physical activities
(MET min week1)†
Household physical activities
(MET min week1)‡
Sedentary time day1 (h)
Lying down time day1 (h)
Work time working day1 (h)

1306.1 (1013.3, 1598.9)
734.3 (593.8, 874.9)

COM (n = 24)
Mean (95% CI)
OSA (n = 23)
Mean (95% CI)
HNW (n = 48)
Mean (95% CI)

HOW (n = 75)
Mean (95% CI)

INS (n = 40)
Mean (95% CI)
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Table 2 Outcomes of physical activity and inactivity among study groups
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Non-energy-yielding nutrients, including dietary ﬁbre, vitamin
and mineral intakes, were also found with group differences
(Table 3). There was a lower intake of dietary ﬁbre in the INS
group compared to the HNW group (P = 0.040). The INS and
COM groups had lower intakes of thiamine than the groups
without sleep disorder (P = 0.048–0.002). The COM group
also had lower intakes of folate and potassium than groups
without sleep disorder (P = 0.026–0.002). In addition to the
above-mentioned nutrients, coffee consumption did not differ
signiﬁcantly between the study groups (not shown in the
table).
Comparing the intake of energy-yielding nutrients to the
Finnish nutrition recommendation 2014 (National Nutrition
Council, 2014), we found that the sleep disorder groups were
below the lower bound of the carbohydrates E% recommendation (Fig. 2). All study groups were within the recommended range for total fat, but all exceeded the
recommended E% level for SFA. The protein intakes of all
groups were within the recommended range. All groups but
COM exceeded the recommended alcohol E% level.
After adjusting for BMI only, we found that the differences
between the COM and HOW groups remained signiﬁcant in
the amount of LTPA, intakes of thiamine, folate and potassium per 1000 kcal energy consumption (P = 0.007–0.001).
These differences were maintained when adjusted further for
BMI, age, education and smoking (P = 0.009 to <0.001).
However, the difference in SFA E% between the two groups
was not signiﬁcant after adjustment (Table 4).
DISCUSSION
In this study we assessed whether body composition, levels
of physical activities and amounts of dietary intakes were
associated with insomnia and/or OSA among overweight
middle-aged men. Within the overweight groups, three main
ﬁndings were obtained. First, insomnia and OSA both have a
strong association with central obesity. Secondly, insomnia
and comorbid insomnia and OSA are associated with low
levels of LTPA, but not of other types of physical activity.
Moreover, dietary intakes of low carbohydrate but high SFA,
plus a low intake of certain micronutrients, are linked to
insomnia and/or comorbid insomnia and OSA.
It is known that obesity can affect sleep quality in general,
and may predispose to OSA (Punjabi, 2008). Studies have
shown that OSA-related symptoms can be alleviated through
weight loss to reach normal weight levels (Romero-Corral
et al., 2010; Tuomilehto et al., 2014). In addition, studies
have described fat accumulation in the central or abdominal
region as an important risk factor for OSA (Pillar and
€fer et al., 2002). It has been reported
Shehadeh, 2008; Scha
that the quantity of abdominal fat [determined by nuclear
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)] is correlated with AHI
€fer et al., 2002).
among male OSA patients (AHI>10) (Scha
Another study indicated that, among elderly men, central fat
mass is a signiﬁcant predictor of OSA in those with a severe
condition (AHI>30) (Degache et al., 2013). We found further
ª 2015 European Sleep Research Society
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(43.3, 47.6)
(6.2, 8.0)
(30.9, 34.1)
(12.0, 13.5)
(10.3, 11.6)
(5.2, 5.9)
(18.0, 19.6)
(3.7, 7.6)

(1884.9, 2192.0)
(210.6, 246.7)
(67.9, 82.9)
(86.5, 99.5)

12.2 (11.1, 13.3)
0.8 (0.7, 0.8)
152.1 (142.5, 161.6)
53.8 (46.4, 61.2)
2112.7(1984.8, 2240.6)
6.2 (5.9, 6.5)

45.4
7.1
32.5
12.7
10.9
5.6
18.8
5.7

2038.5
228.6
75.4
93.0

HOW (n = 65)
Mean (95% CI)

12.3
0.7
142.9
44.9
2029.7
6.3

40.6
5.1
35.6
14.0
11.9
5.8
19.0
6.3

1893.4
186.7
75.4
89.1

(10.2, 14.4)
(0.6, 0.7)
(128.4, 157.4)
(32.8, 56.9)
(1866.1, 2193.2)
(5.9, 6.7)

(36.8, 44.3)a
(4.2, 6.0)
(31.7, 39.6)
(12.3, 15.6)
(10.0, 13.9)
(4.7, 6.9)
(17.3, 20.7)
(3.5, 9.2)

(1744.5, 2042.4)
(168.2, 205.2)a
(62.9, 87.9)
(78.3, 99.8)

OSA (n = 20)
Mean (95% CI)

10.1
0.6
135.1
40.9
1893.3
5.8

40.2
6.6
37.5
14.8
12.4
6.2
18.3
5.4

2198.5
216.6
91.9
97.3

(9.1, 11.1)a
(0.6, 0.7)a,b
(122.6, 147.5)
(32.2, 49.5)a
(1771.0, 2015.6)
(5.4, 6.3)

(38.3, 42.1)a,b
(5.6, 7.7)
(35.7, 39.4)a,b
(13.9, 15.7)a,b
(11.5, 13.4)a
(5.5, 6.9)
(17.0, 19.5)
(3.9, 6.8)

(2036.6, 2360.5)
(198.2, 235.1)
(82.7, 101.1)a,b
(88.7, 106.0)

INS (n = 36)
Mean (95% CI)

10.5
0.6
118.9
41.4
1696.9
5.3

40.7
6.5
36.1
15.0
11.7
5.7
18.2
4.7

2231.7
224.3
89.7
98.5

(9.1, 11.9)
(0.5, 0.7)a,b
(106.7, 131.2)a,b
(27.1, 55.7)
(1560.2, 1833.6)a,b
(4.8, 5.7)b

(36.7, 44.7)a
(4.8, 8.2)
(33.0, 39.3)
(13.7, 16.3)a,b
(10.4, 13.0)
(4.8, 6.6)
(16.5, 19.9)
(1.7, 7.8)

(1957.3, 2506.2)
(188.3, 260.4)
(74.0, 105.4)
(85.4, 111.6)

COM (n = 21)
Mean (95% CI)

HNW, healthy normal weight; HOW, overweight or obese otherwise healthy; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; INS, insomnia; COM, comorbid insomnia and OSA; SFA, saturated fatty acids;
MUFA, monounsaturated fatty acids; PUFA, polyunsaturated fatty acids; CI, conﬁdence interval.
P-values reﬂect signiﬁcance tested by one-way analysis of variance followed by Sidak post-hoc comparison tests.
a
P < 0.05 versus HNW; bP < 0.05 versus HOW.
*P-values for the natural log-transformed results.
†
HNW = 29; HOW = 37; OSA = 15; INS = 27; COM = 15.

Total intake per day
Total energy (kcal)
2069.8 (1945.7, 2194.0)
Carbohydrates (g)
244.4 (228.8, 260.1)
Fat (g)
73.3 (66.9, 79.7)
Protein (g)
89.6 (83.6, 95.6)
Proportion in total energy intake
Carbohydrates (E%)
47.3 (45.7, 48.9)
Sucrose (E%)
7.6 (6.7, 8.5)
Total fat (E%)
31.5 (29.6, 33.4)
SFA (E%)
12.4 (11.5, 13.4)
MUFA (E%)
10.5 (9.8, 11.2)
PUFA (E%)
5.5 (4.9, 6.0)
Protein (E%)
17.4 (16.5, 18.4)
†
Alcohol (E%)*
5.4 (2.5, 8.3)
Consumption per 1000 kcal energy intake
Dietary ﬁbre (g)
12.8 (11.5, 14.1)
Thiamine (mg)
0.7 (0.7, 0.8)
Folate (lg)
154.5 (144.8, 164.3)
Vitamin C (mg)
62.3 (51.9, 72.7)
Potassium (mg)
2060.9 (1908.7, 2213.1)
Iron (mg)
5.9 (5.5, 6.3)

HNW (n = 41)
Mean (95% CI)

Table 3 Intakes of energy-yielding and other nutrients
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8
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Percent of total calories (E%, mean ± 95% CI)

60

Healthy normal weight
Overweight or obese otherwise healthy
Obstructive sleep apnea
Insomnia
Comorbid insomnia and obstructive sleep apnea

Carbohydrates

55
Recommended E%

50
45
40

Total fat

35
30
Recommended E%

25
Protein

20

SFA

15
Recommended E%

Alcohol

10
Recommended E%

5

Recommended E%

0
Recommended E% = the Finnish nutrition recommendation 2014 E%

Figure 2. Energy-yielding nutrients and Finnish recommendations.

that although fat mass percentages were on the same level,
overweight men with OSA had signiﬁcantly higher central
(trunk and android region) fat mass than their overweight
counterparts without sleep disorder. This suggests that
central obesity is worthy of notice among overweight/obese
OSA patients.
The association between central body fat distribution and
short sleep duration (fewer than 5 h per night, actigraphy and
5–6 h per day, habitual, respectively) has been reported in
previous studies, which reﬂected a potential association
between insufﬁcient sleep duration and central obesity rather
than total adiposity (Chaput et al., 2007; Patel et al., 2008).
One study has also mentioned the role of hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis hyperactivity in both insufﬁcient
sleep and abdominal adipose (Chaput et al., 2011). However, whether or not their participants suffered from insomnia
symptoms were not speciﬁed by the previous studies. In
addition, determining fat distribution among individuals was
not introduced. The results in our study showed that
overweight men who suffered from insomnia and comorbid
insomnia and OSA also had signiﬁcantly higher fat mass
accumulation in the android or trunk areas than their
overweight counterparts without sleep disorder.
Physical inactivity is one of the risk factors associated with
both obesity and sleep disorders (Hamilton et al., 2007;
Sherrill et al., 1998). Exercise interventions exhibited treatment efﬁcacies in prolonging sleep duration, reducing the
difﬁculty in falling asleep (Tworoger et al., 2003) or lowering
the AHI (Kline et al., 2011). It has been reported recently that
higher levels of LTPA (i.e. sports), but not household physical
activity, contribute to better sleep quality in middle-aged
women (Kline et al., 2013). In our study, the groups with
insomnia had signiﬁcantly lower levels of LTPA than the
HOW group; the disparity was independent of BMI and other
covariates. However, this difference was not found between

the OSA and HOW or HNW groups, which indicate that,
among overweight men, mild to moderate OSA without
insomnia may not be related to low levels of physical activity.
Conversely, insomnia and insomnia-OSA comorbidity are
associated strongly with a low level of physical activity.
The association between relatively short sleep duration
(fewer than 7 h per day, habitual and fewer than 8 h per
weekday, actigraphy, respectively) and high dietary fat intake
has been identiﬁed previously by both across-age and agespeciﬁc studies (Shi et al., 2008; Weiss et al., 2010).
However, these studies did not clarify whether or not
participants had insufﬁcient sleep duration or insomnia
symptoms. The results of our study suggest that, according
to the 2014 Finnish nutritional recommendation, overweight
men with insomnia had a low proportion of carbohydrates in
their total energy intake. A recent study based on the
Japanese population also showed that low carbohydrate
intake (<50% of total energy) is associated with difﬁculty in
maintaining sleep (Tanaka et al., 2013). Furthermore, participants with insomnia showed a higher SFA intake than both
the HOW and HNW groups. A similar result has been
reported by one study, which indicated that high SFA was the
primary factor behind the increased total fat intake among
short sleepers (St-Onge et al., 2011). However, when controlling for BMI or BMI and other covariates, we found no
differences in SFA intake between HOW and COM. Hence, it
may also be possible that a high SFA intake among
overweight men with OSA is related to obesity, but not sleep
symptoms. Moreover, further studies are needed to identify if
the differences in intakes of energy-yielding nutrients are due
to insufﬁcient sleep durations, or other insomnia related
symptoms, or both.
All the participants in our study met the 2014 Finnish
nutritional recommendation in listed micronutrients consumptions except for vitamin D, folate and iron, which were below
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(1198.6, 9.4)
(0.2, 4.2)
(0.3, 0.0)
(61.1, 10.5)
(804.5, 152.8)
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Data presented as the results of COM versus HOW.
SFA, saturated fatty acids; LTPA, leisure-time physical activity; MET, metabolic equivalent; BMI, body mass index; CI, conﬁdence interval.
†
P-values reﬂect signiﬁcance tested by one-way analysis of variance followed by Sidak post-hoc comparison tests before the adjustment.
‡
P-values reﬂect signiﬁcance tested by analysis of covariance followed by Sidak post-hoc comparison tests after the adjustment.
*P-values for natural log-transformed results.

0.009*
0.101
0.002
0.001
<0.001
594.6
2.0
0.2
35.8
478.6
(1215.3, 13.0)
(0.3, 4.0)
(0.3, 0.0)
(59.9, 8.6)
(786.8, 132.0)
0.007*
0.145
0.006
0.002
0.001
614.2
1.9
0.2
34.3
459.4
(1201.7, 82.5)
(0.1, 4.4)
(0.3, 0.0)
(57.8, 8.5)
(731.5, 100.0)
0.001*
0.028
0.008
0.002
0.003
642.1
2.3
0.2
33.1
415.8
LTPA (MET min week )
SFA (E%)
Thiamine (mg 1000 kcal1)
Folate (lg 1000 kcal1)
Potassium (mg 1000 kcal1)

95% CI
P-value‡
Mean difference
95% CI
P-value‡
Mean difference
Mean difference

P-value†

95% CI

Adjusted for BMI
Unadjusted

Table 4 Variables differ between COM and HOW groups, before and after adjustment for covariate(s)

1

Adjusted for BMI, age, education level, and
smoking habit

Factors for insomnia and/or OSA
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the recommended minimum intake in each group (recommended intakes: vitamin D >5.8 lg 1000 kcal1, folate
>189 lg 1000 kcal1, iron >6.7 mg 1000 kcal1) (National
Nutrition Council, 2014). Conversely, even if the consumption
of other vitamins and minerals was not deﬁcient in terms of
recommendations for basic intake, the intake differences
between men with and without sleep disorder point towards
potential associations between micronutrient intake and
sleep. According to recent studies, lower intakes of vitamin
C and potassium were associated, respectively, with nonrestorative sleep and sleepiness (Grandner et al., 2014) and
lower serum folate concentration was related independently
to sleep disturbance (Beydoun et al., 2014). Similar results
are also demonstrated in our study, while the underlying
mechanisms remain unclear.
Our study provides some new insights in connecting
physical activity-related behaviours, nutrient intake and
obesity-related sleep disorders. In general, when we compared overweight men (HOW versus INS/OSA/COM), only
those with insomnia or comorbid insomnia and OSA showed
distinctions in LTPA amount and dietary intakes. Thus,
insomnia and comorbid insomnia and OSA are associated
more closely with negative behavioural factors than OSA only
among overweight men, while the latter has a stronger link
with obesity per se.
Our study has certain limitations. First, the cross-sectional
analytical design does not support the detection of causality
between related factors and sleep disorders, and the small
sample size may reduce the strength of the ﬁndings.
Secondly, many outcomes may not be regarded as predictors
of sleep disorder among the general overweight and obese
population, as the HOW group was free from major pathologies. Larger epidemiological studies among sleep-disordered and healthy populations are needed to further conﬁrm
the observed associations. In addition, we had no PSG data
for the suspected OSA individuals in the COM group.
Furthermore, the physical activity and diet outcomes were
based on questionnaire and diary, which might induce
reporting bias. Under-reporting is a common cause of bias
in dietary surveys using food records, and underestimation of
energy intake is associated with obesity in adults (Voss et al.,
1998). However, in our study, data of dietary intakes were
entered and checked by a clinical nutritionist. To avoid the
bias and possible effects of under-reporting, we adjusted the
nutrients to energy intake in our analyses.
In summary, the results from our study suggest that central
obesity is associated with both insomnia and OSA among
overweight middle-aged men. In addition to central obesity,
low levels of leisure-time physical activity and poor dietary
intakes are associated with insomnia and comorbid insomnia
and OSA among this population.
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